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This paper generalizes the approach to estimating a first-order spatial autoregressive model 
with spatial autoregressive disturbances (SARAR(1,1)) in a cross-section with heteroskedastic 
innovations by Kelejian and Prucha (2008) to the case of spatial autoregressive models with 
spatial autoregressive disturbances of arbitrary (finite) order (SARAR(R,S)). We derive the 
moment conditions and the optimal weighting matrix for a generalized moments (GM) 
estimation procedure of the spatial regressive parameters of the disturbance process and 
define a generalized two-stages least squares estimator for the regression parameters of the 
model. We prove consistency of the proposed estimators, derive their (joint) asymptotic 
distribution, and provide Monte Carlo evidence on their small sample performance. 
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I. Introduction 
In recent years, econometric research started developing estimators for cross-sectional 
models, where the units of observations are allowed to be correlated. A large class of such 
models is referred to as spatial econometric models, where interdependence occurs through 
some ex ante known channel. One possible—yet not necessarily the only plausible—channel 
is geographical distance or space as such. The use of and empirical support for the latter gave 
the corresponding subfield in econometrics its name: spatial econometrics. A majority of 
existing theoretical models and applications follows the general structure introduced by Cliff 
and Ord (1973, 1981): a continuous endogenous variable is specified as a function of a spatial 
lag, i.e., the spatially weighted average of the endogenous variable, a set of exogenous 
explanatory variables, and possibly spatially autocorrelated residuals.
1
 This framework with 
both a spatial lag and spatial autoregressive disturbances is commonly referred to as SARAR 
model.  
 
Almost all theoretical or applied work assumes that the data-generating SARAR process is of 
first-order, i.e., SARAR(1,1). In principal, this is an unnecessary restriction and it would be 
surprising if it were generally supported with real data.
2
 However, to date a generalized model 
is not available for a SARAR process including spatial lags up to an order R and spatial 
dependence of the residuals up to an order S, i.e., SARAR(R,S), with fixed R and S. 
 
This paper derives a generalized moments (GM) estimator and two-stages least squares 
estimators (TSLS) for the Cliff and Ord-type, cross-sectional model with a SARAR(R,S) 
structure, generalizing the estimation procedure for a SARAR(1,1) model with 
heteroskedastic innovations by Kelejian and Prucha (2008). We demonstrate consistency of 
the proposed estimators and determine the optimal weighting matrix for the moment 
conditions. Furthermore, we derive the joint asymptotic distribution of the GM estimates of 
the spatial autoregressive parameters of the disturbance process and the feasible (generalized) 
TSLS estimates of the regression parameters of the model. The latter provides the basis for 
Wald statistics which allow the researcher to test the estimated general SARAR(R,S) model 
                                                 
1
 Econometric work on Cliff and Ord (1973) models includes Anselin (1988), Baltagi and Li 
(2001), Baltagi, Song, and Koh (2003), Conley (1999), Kelejian and Prucha (1999, 2008), 
Kapoor, Kelejian, and Prucha (2007), Lee (2004, 2007), Pinkse and Slade (1998), Pinkse, 
Slade, and Brett  (2002). 
 Applications of such models are legion, and they include Audretsch and Feldmann (1996), 
Baltagi, Egger and Pfaffermayr (2005), Besley and Case (1995), Case, Hines, and Rosen 
(1993), Cohen and Morrsison Paul (2004), Holtz-Eakin (1994), Shroder (1995), and Topa 
(2001), to mention only a few. 
2
 There are a few empirical studies which allow for higher-order spatial processes. Yet, they 
are typically based on either higher-order spatial autoregressive residuals (see Bell and 
Bockstael, 2000; Badinger and Egger, 2008; Cohen and Morrison-Paul, 2007) or higher-order 
spatial lags of the endogenous variable (see Egger and Raff, 2008).    3
against alternatives such as SARAR(1,1), SARAR(0,S), or SARAR(R,0). We illustrate in a set 
of Monte Carlo simulations that the proposed estimators work well, even in small samples.  
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the model 
specification, some notation, and a set of basic assumptions. Sections III and IV derive the 
GM estimator and generalized two-stages least squares estimators for the SARAR(R,S) 
process, demonstrates consistency and asymptotically normality of the parameter estimates, 
and formulate a consistent estimator for the variance-covariance matrix of the joint 
distribution of all model parameter estimates. Section V summarizes the findings from a 
Monte Carlo simulation exercise with a special emphasis on the point estimates of the spatial 
parameters and the rejection probabilities of Wald tests of the SARAR(R,S) model against 
interesting alternatives such as SARAR(0,S), SARAR(R,0), and the non-spatial model. 
Section VI summarizes the results and concludes. 
 
 
II. Model Specification  
In the following, we generalize the specification by Kelejian and Prucha (2008), allowing  
spatial dependence in the endogenous variable and the disturbances of arbitrary but fixed 
order  R and S, respectively, i.e., the structure and strength of the cross-sectional 
interdependence may vary across subsets of the  N i ,..., 1 = cross-sectional units. In matrix 
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, , λ , or   (1a) 






N N N m N m N
1
, , ε u M u ρ , (1c) 
 
where  ) ,..., ( , , 1 ′ = N N N N y y y  is the N × 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable. The 
regressor matrix  N X  is of dimension N × K and contains the observations on the  K k ,..., 1 =  
(exogenous) explanatory variables, i.e.,  ) ,..., ( , , 1 N K N N x x X =  with each  1 × N  vector  N k, x  
denoting the observations on the respective explanatory variable. The structure of the spatial 
dependence in  N y  is determined by the  N N ×  matrices  N r, W ,  R r ,..., 1 = , whose elements 
N r ij w , ,  are assumed to be known. The expression  N N r N r y W y , , =  is referred to as the r-th 
spatial lag of  N y .  
 
In equation (1b), the  ) ( R K N + ×  matrix ZN is given by  ) , ( N N N Y X Z = , with 
) ,..., ( , , 1 N R N N y y Y = , and  ) , ( ′ ′ ′ = N N N λ β δ , where the  1 × K  parameter vector of the exogenous   4
variables is given by  ) ,..., ( , , 1 ′ = N K N N β β β  and the  1 × R  vector of spatial regressive parameters 
of  N y  is defined as  ) ,..., ( , , 1 ′ = N R N N λ λ λ .  
 
The  1 × N vector of error terms  ) ,..., ( , , 1 ′ = N N N N u u u  is assumed to follow a spatial regressive 
process given by (1c). The structure of the spatial dependence in  N u is determined by the 
N N ×  matrices  N m, M ,  M m ,..., 1 = , whose elements  N m ij m , ,  are assumed to be known. The 
expression  N N m N m u M u , , =  is referred to as the m-th spatial lag of  N u . The  1 × S  vector of the 
spatial regressive parameters of  N u  is defined as  . ) ,..., ( , , 1 ′ = N S N N ρ ρ ρ  Finally, the vector 
) ,..., ( , , 1 ′ = N N N N ε ε ε contains the innovations of the error process, which are assumed to be 
independently but not necessarily identically distributed, and whose properties will be 
specified in more detail below.  
 
Note that all variables are allowed to depend on sample size N, i.e., to form triangular arrays. 
Such a specification is consistent, for example, with models where the weights matrix is row-
normalized and the number of neighbours of a given cross-sectional unit depends on sample 
size (see Kapoor, Kelejian, and Prucha, 2007, p. 102). Note that XN may also contain spatial 
lags of exogenous variables, since it is allowed to depend on sample size. As a result, the 
model specification in equations (1a)-(1c) is fairly general, allowing for higher-order spatial 
dependence in the dependent variable, the explanatory variables, and the disturbances.  
 
To avoid confusion, a word on notation is in order here. Regarding the spatial lags of the 
dependent variable, we will always use index  R r ,..., 1 = . However, for reasons that will 
become clear below, we need more than one index to denote the spatial lag of the 
disturbances. In expressions involving sums as equation (1c), we always use index 
S m ,..., 1 = . The more natural indexation  S s ,..., 1 =  is reserved for the moment conditions and 
will also be used when the context is clear and there is no danger of confusion.  
 
The following assumptions are maintained throughout the analysis: 
Assumption 1. 
(a) The diagonal elements of  N r, W ,  R r ,..., 1 = , and  N s, M ,  S s ,..., 1 = , are zero.  
 
(b)  Restrictions on admissible parameter space.  
  ) , ( ,
r r
N N N r a a
λ λ λ − ∈ , with  ∞ < ≤ <
λ λ λ a a a
r r








The first part of Assumption (1b) simply requires the parameters  N r, λ , r = 1, …, R to be 
finite; we take 
λ a  such that 
r




= =  holds; the expression 
λ a  will be used to denote an 
1 × R  vector with elements 
λ a . In the second part of Assumption (1b), the scalar  λ A    5
generally depends on the properties of the weights matrices  N r, W . For example, with row-







N r N r W I λ  is 
invertible, as required in Assumption (1c). If the matrices  N r, W  are not row-normalized, 










⎛ = N r
R r
A W λ for some matrix norm     ⋅  (see 
Horn and Johnson, 1985, p. 301). Analogous assumptions are made for the parameters of the 
spatial regressive error process: 
  ) , ( ,
s s
N N N s a a
ρ ρ ρ − ∈ , with  ∞ < ≤ <
ρ ρ ρ
N N N a a a







, .  
We take 
ρ a  such that 
s




= =  holds; the expression 
ρ a  will be used to denote an  1 × S  
vector with elements 
ρ
N a . As above, with row-normalized matrices  N s, M ,  S s ,..., 1 = , the 
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N N s a a
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N m N m N ε M I u
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ − = ρ . (2b) 
 
Assumption 2.  
(a) For  1 , 1 ≥ ≤ ≤ N N i  the innovations  N i, ε  are (mutually) independently distributed with 




, ) ( N i N i E σ ε =  , where  ∞ < ≤ ≤ <
σ σ σ a a N i
2






, 1 , 1 sup N i N N i E  
for some  0 > η . Note that the variance-covariance matrix of   N ε   is given by  
 








i N N N diag E diag E σ ε ε = = = = ′ = ε ε Ω . (3a) 
 
   6
In line with Kelejian and Prucha (2008), the innovations are allowed to depend on sample 
size, i.e., to form triangular arrays. Even if the innovations did not depend on N,  N y and 
N u still would depend on N as can be seen from equations (2a) and (2b).  
 
We assume further that the weighting matrices have the following properties:  
Assumption 3. 
















N m m N M I ρ  are bounded uniformly in absolute value. (See 
Remark A.1 in Appendix A for a definition of row and column sum boundedness.)  
 
As Kelejian and Prucha (2008, p. 7) point out, Assumption 3 restricts the extent of 
neighborliness of the cross-sectional units on the one hand, and the degree of cross-sectional 
correlation between the model disturbances on the other hand. Such restrictions on the degree 
of permissible correlations are standard in virtually all large sample theory. 
 
In light of equation (2b) and Remark A.1, Assumptions 2 and 3 imply that  0 ) ( = N E u  and that 
the variance-covariance matrix of  N u  is given by  
 




− ′ − − =
R
s
N m n m N
S
m







, , ) ( ) ( M I Ω M I ρ ρ ε . (3b) 
 
 
III. GM Estimator for S-th Order Spatial Regressive Error Process  
In the following, we extend the GM estimator for the spatial autoregressive parameter in 
Kelejian and Prucha (2008) to the case of an S-th order process. In this subsection, we only 
consider the process in equation (1c) for the disturbances  N u , but not necessarily the one in 
equation (1a) for  N y . We first derive the moment conditions defining the GM estimator of 
N ρ  for the case of heteroskedastic innovations and the optimal weighting of the moment 
conditions. We then prove consistency and derive the asymptotic distribution of the proposed 
GM estimator.  
 
1. Moment Conditions and Definition of a GM Estimator for  N ρ  
Kelejian and Prucha (2008) use two moment conditions to derive a generalized moments 
(GM) estimator for a first-order spatial regressive process ( 1 = S ). In case of an S-th order 
process, the GM estimators of the parameters  N S N , , 1 ,...,ρ ρ  are obtained by recognizing that – 
under Assumptions 1 and 2 – the moment conditions used by Kelejian and Prucha (2008) hold 
for each matrix  N s, M ,  S s ,..., 1 = . In particular, we define for each matrix  N s, M ,  S s ,..., 1 = , 
   7
  ) (
1





N N m N m N N s N N s N s u M u M ε M ε ρ . (4) 
 
The moment conditions MC1,s to MC2,s,  S s ,..., 1 = , associated with matrix  N s, M  through 
equation (4), are given by   
 
MC1,s   0 }] )] ( [ { ) ( [ ,
2
, 1 , , ,
1 = ′ − ′ =
−
N s N i
N
i N s N s N s ε E diag Tr E N M M ε ε ,   (5a) 
MC2,s   0 ) ( ,
1 = ′
−
N N s E N ε ε . (5b) 
 
MC1,s and MC2,s can be written alternatively as  
 
MC1,s   0 ) ( , 1
1 = ′
−
N N s N E N ε A ε ,   (6a) 
MC2,s   0 ) ( , 2
1 = ′
−
N N s N E N ε A ε , (6b) 
 
where  ) (   , , . , , . 1 , , , 1 N s i N s i
N
i N s N s N s diag m m M M A ′ − ′ = =  with  N s i , , . m  denoting the i-th column of 
N s, M , and  N s N s , , 2  M A = . It is readily seen that the main diagonal elements of  N s, 1 A  and 
N s, 2 A  are zero. Also, note that the row and column sums of  N s, 1 A and  N s, 2 A  are uniformly 
bounded in absolute value in light of Remark A.1 in Appendix A. 
 
From the specification of the error term in equation (1c), it follows that   
 
  ∑ ∑
= =
− = − =
S
m
N m N m N
S
m




, , u u u M u ε ρ ρ  and  (7a) 
  ∑ ∑
= =
− = − = =
S
m
N sm N m N s
S
m




, , , , , ) ( u u u M u M M ε ρ ρ ε , (7b) 
 
where we use the following definitions:  N N s N s u M u , , = ,  N m N s N N m N s N sm , , , , , u M u M M u = = . 
 
Substituting (7a) and (7b) into the moment conditions (6a) and (6b), we obtain a  S 2  equation 
system 
 
 0 = − N N N b Γ γ ,      (8a) 
 
where  N b  is a [2S + S(S-1)/2 ] × 1 vector, given by 
 




, 1 , , 1 ′ = − N S N S N S N N N N S N N S N N ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ b ,  
   8
i.e.,  N b  contains S linear terms  N m, ρ  ( S m ,..., 1 = ), S quadratic terms
2
,   N m ρ  ( S m ,..., 1 = ), and 
2 / ) 1 ( − S S cross products  N l N m , , ρ ρ  (m = 1, …, S-1, l = m+1, … S).  
 
N γ  is a 2S × 1 vector with elements  ) ( ,N i γ , i = 1, …, 2S, and  N Γ  is a 2S × [2S + S(S-1)/2] 
matrix with elements  ) ( ,N ij γ , i = 1, …, 2S, j = 1, …, [2S + S(S-1)/2], whose elements will be 
defined below. The row-index of the elements  N γ  and  N Γ  will be chosen such that the 
equation system (8a) has the following order: the first two rows correspond to the moment 
conditions MC1,1 and MC2,1 associated with matrix  N , 1 M  through (4); rows three and four 
correspond to MC1,2 and MC4,2 associated with matrix  N , 2 M , and so forth; rows (2S−1) and 
2S correspond to MC1,S to MC4,S associated with the matrix  N S, M . As a result, the equation 







































. . , (8b) 
 
where the 2 × 1 vectors  N s, γ  and the 2 × [2S + S(S-1)/2] matrices  N s, Γ ,  S s ,..., 1 =  are the 
parts of the equation system (8a) associated with matrix  N s, M  (and moment conditions MC1 
and MC2). Note that the first two rows of equation system (8b) correspond to the equation 
system (6) in Kelejian and Prucha (2008), which is a special case of equation (8b) under 
1 = S .  
 
The sample analogue of equation system (8a) is given by  
 
  ) (
~ ~
N N N N N ρ Γ γ ϑ = − b , (9) 
 
where  N γ ~  and  N Γ
~
 are equal to  N γ  and  N Γ  with the expectations operator suppressed and the 
disturbances  N u  replaced by (consistent) estimates  N u ~ ; ) ( N N ρ ϑ  can be viewed as a vector of 
regression residuals. 
 
The GM estimates of the parameters  ) ,..., ( , , 1 N S N ρ ρ  are then defined as  
 
  )] ( (
~




~ ~ [( min arg )
~
( ~ ~ ρ Θ ρ Γ γ Θ Γ γ Θ ρ ρ
a ρ a
N N N N N N N N N N   ϑ ϑ
ρ ρ
′ = − ′ − = =
≤ ≤ −
b b ,   (10) 
   9
i.e., the parameter estimates can be obtained from a (weighted) nonlinear least squares 
regression of  N γ ~  on the columns of  N Γ
~
. The optimal choice and estimation of the weighting 
matrix  N Θ  will be discussed in more detail below.  
 
In the following, we define the elements of  N γ  and  N Γ , grouped by the two moment 
conditions. 
 
Moment Condition M1 delivers s = 1, … S equations of equation system (8b), appearing in 
rows 1, 3, …, 2S-1. The corresponding elements of  N γ  and  N Γ  are given by 
   
  = + − 1 ) 1 ( 2 s γ   N s N s E N , ,
1 { u u′
− −  ]} ) ( [ ,
2
, 1 , N s N i
N
i N s u diag Tr M M ′ = , or   (11) 
  = + − 1 ) 1 ( 2 s γ   ) ( , 1
1
N N s N E N u A u′
− .        
 
  = + − m s , 1 ) 1 ( 2 γ ]} ) ( [ { 2 , , , , 1 , , ,
1
N s N i N i m
N
i N s N s N sm u u diag Tr E N M M u u ′ − ′ =
− , or        
  = + − m s , 1 ) 1 ( 2 γ ) ( 2 , 1 ,
1
N N s N m N E N u A M u ′ ′
− ,  S m ,..., 1 = .   
 
Note that  N u  exhibits two subscripts: the first subscript m refers to the matrix by which  N u  is 
premultiplied; the second subscript i refers to the unit of observation.  
 
  = + + − m S s , 1 ) 1 ( 2 γ ]} ) ( [ [ ,
2
, , 1 , , ,
1
N s N i m
N
i N s N sm N sm u diag Tr E N M M u u ′ − ′ − =
− , , or  
  = + + − m S s , 1 ) 1 ( 2 γ ) ( , , 1 ,
1
N N m N s N m N E N u M A M u ′ ′ −
− ,  S m ,..., 1 = . 
 
  = − + − − + + − m l m m m S s 2 / ) 1 ( ) 1 ( , 1 ) 1 ( 2 γ ]} ) ( [ { 2 , , , , , 1 , , ,
1
N s N i m N i l
N
i N s N sl N sm u u diag Tr E N M M u u ′ − ′ − =
− ,    
 or   
  = − + − − + + − m l m m m S s 2 / ) 1 ( ) 1 ( , 1 ) 1 ( 2 γ ) ( 2 , , 1 ,
1
N N l N s N m N E N u M A M u ′ ′ −
− , 1 ,..., 1 − = S m ,  S m l ,..., 1 + =   
 
 
Moment Condition M2 delivers  S s ,..., 1 =  equations of system (8b), appearing in rows 2, 4, 
…., 2S. The corresponding elements of  N γ  and  N Γ  are given by 
 
  = + − 2 ) 1 ( 2 s γ ) ( ,
1
N s N E N u u′
− , or     
  = + − 2 ) 1 ( 2 s γ ) ( , 2
1
N N s N E N u A u′
− .    
        
  = + − m s , 2 ) 1 ( 2 γ ] [ , , ,
1
N s N m N sm N E N u u u u ′ + ′
− , associated with m ρ , or  
  = + − m s , 2 ) 1 ( 2 γ ] ) ( [ , 2 , 2 ,
1
N N s N s N m N E N u A A M u + ′ ′ ′
− ,  S m ,..., 1 = . 
   10




N sm N m N m N sm E N E N u u u u ′ − = ′ −
− − , or  
  = + + − m S s , 2 ) 1 ( 2 γ ) ( , , 2 ,
1
N N m N s N m N E N u M A M u ′ ′ −
− ,  S m ,..., 1 = . 
 
  = − + − − + + − m l m m m S s 2 / ) 1 ( ) 1 ( , 2 ) 1 ( 2 γ ) ( , , , ,
1
N l N sm N m N sl E N u u u u ′ + ′ −
− , or  
  = − + − − + + − m l m m m S s 2 / ) 1 ( ) 1 ( , 2 ) 1 ( 2 γ ] ) ( [ , , 2 , 2 ,
1
N N m N s N s N l N E N u M A A M u + ′ ′ ′ − =
− ,  1 ,..., 1 − = S m , 
  S m l ,..., 1 + = . 
 
2. Asymptotic Properties of the GM Estimator for  N ρ  
2.1 Consistency  
In order to prove consistency, the following additional assumptions are required: 
Assumption 4. 
Let  N i u ,
~  denote the i-th element of  N u ~ . We then assume that  
 
  N N i N i N i u u Δ d ., , ,
~ = − ,             
 
where  N i., d  is an  P × 1  vector and  N Δ  is a P × 1 vector. Let  N ij d , be the j-th element of  N i., d . 
Then we assume that for some  0 > δ ,  ∞ < ≤
+
d N ij c d E
δ 2
, , where  d c  does not depend on N, 
and that  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N O N = Δ . 
 
Assumption 4 will typically be fulfilled in linear spatial models, where the estimates of  N i u ,
~  
are based on 
2 / 1 N -consistent estimates of the model parameters. This is not different from the 
first-order case (Kelejian and Prucha, 2008, p.11) and ensures that  N γ ~  and  N Γ
~
 converge in 
probability to  N γ  and  N Γ . To be more specific, consider the linear model in equation (1a) 
without endogenous regressors. Then,  N i., d  is the i-th row of the regressor matrix  N X  and 
N Δ  denotes the difference between the parameter estimator and the true parameter values, 
i.e., ( )
~
N N β β − . In that case, consistency of least squares ensures that Assumption 4 holds. As 
stated here, Assumption 4 will also be fulfilled in more general settings, e.g., if model (1a) 
contains endogenous variables (such as spatial lags of y) and is estimated using an 
instrumental variable procedure. Under certain conditions, Assumption 4 will also be satisfied 
if model (1a) involves a nonlinear specification (see Kelejian and Prucha, 2008, p. 12). 
 
Assumption 5. 
(a) The smallest eigenvalue of  N NΓ Γ′  is uniformly bounded away from zero.   
(b) ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −Θ Θ , where  N Θ  are  S S 2 2 ×  nonstochastic symmetric, positive definite   11
matrices. (c) The largest eigenvalues of  N Θ  are uniformly bounded from above, and the 
smallest eigenvalues of  N Θ  are uniformly bounded away from zero. 
 
As we will show in Appendix A, Assumption 5 also implies that the smallest eigenvalues of 
N N N Γ Θ Γ′  are uniformly bounded away from zero, ensuring that the true parameter vector  N ρ  
is identifiable unique. By the equivalence of matrix norms, Assumption 5 also implies that 
N Θ  and 
1 −
N Θ  are O(1). 
 
Assumptions 1 to 3 (maintained throughout) together with Assumptions 4 and 5 ensure 
consistency of the estimator  N ρ ~ . We summarize this result in the following Theorem, which 





Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Then, provided the optimization space contains the parameter 




( ~ [ )
~
( ~
, , 1 ′ = N N S N N N N ρ ρ Θ Θ Θ ρ  defined by (10) are consistent 
for  N S N , 1, ,...,ρ ρ , i.e.,  
  0     ~ p
s,N s,N ρ ρ → −  as  ∞ → N ,  S s ,..., 1 = . 
 
2.2 Asymptotic Distribution of GM Estimator for  N ρ  
To establish asymptotic normality of  N ρ ~ , we need some additional assumptions. 
 
Let ) ,..., ( ., ., 1 ′ ′ ′ = N N N N d d D , with  N i., d  defined as in Assumption 4, such that  N N N N Δ D u u = − ~ .  
Assumption 6. 
For any real  N N ×  matrix  N A , whose row and column sums are bounded uniformly in 
absolute value, it holds that   
 
  ) 1 ( ) (
1 1
p N N N N N N o E N N = ′ − ′
− − u A D u A D . 
 
A sufficient condition for Assumption 6 is, e.g., that the columns of  N D  are of the form 
N N N ε Π π + , where the elements of  N π  are uniformly bounded in absolute value and the row 
and column sums of  N Π  are uniformly bounded in absolute value (compare Lemma C.2 in 
Kelejian and Prucha, 2008). This will be the case in many applications, e.g., for the model in 
                                                 
3
 It is assumed that  N ρ ~  exists and measurable. In the present setting, this is ensured, for 
example, by Lemma 2 in Jennrich (1969), which is a special case of Lemma 3.4 in Pötscher 
and Prucha (1997) when the parameter space is a compact subset of the Euclidian space.   12




Let  N Δ be defined as in Assumption 4. Then  
 
  ) 1 (
2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N o N N + ′ =
− ε T Δ , 
 
where  N T  is an  P N × -dimensional real nonstochastic matrix whose elements are uniformly 
bounded in absolute value. As remarked above,  N Δ  typically denotes the difference between 
the parameter estimates and the true parameter values. Assumption 7 will be satisfied by 
many estimators. In Section IV, we verify that this assumption hold when the model in 
equation (1) is estimated by two-stages least squares (TSLS).  
 
We summarize the results regarding the asymptotic distribution of  N ρ ~  in the following 
theorem, which is proved in Appendix C.  
 
Theorem 2. (Asymptotic Normality of  N ρ ~ ) 
Let  N ρ ~  be the GM estimator defined by (10). Suppose Assumptions 1-7 hold and, 
furthermore, that  0 ) (
*
min > ≥ Ψ Ψ c N λ . Then, provided the optimization space contains the 
parameter space, we have  
 
  ) 1 ( ) ( ) ~ (
2 / 1 1 2 / 1
p N N N N N N N N N o N + ′ ′ = −
− ξ Ψ Θ J J Θ J ρ ρ , with  





= ,  and 




N N N N I v Ψ ξ → =
− , 
 
where ] [ N N N E v v Ψ ′ =  and  ) )( (
2 / 1 2 / 1 ′ = N N N Ψ Ψ Ψ . 
 
Furthermore ) 1 ( ) ~ (
2 / 1




~ ) ( ) ( ) (
− − ′ ′ ′ = N N N N N N N N N N N N N J Θ J J Θ Ψ Θ J J Θ J Θ Ωρ , 
 
where 
N ρ ~ Ω  is positive definite. 
   13
Theorem 2 implies that the difference between the cumulative distribution function of 
) ~ (
2 / 1
N N N ρ ρ −  and that of  ) , ( ~
N N ρ Ω 0  converges pointwise to zero, which justifies the use of 




The elements of  N v  in Theorem 2 are given by  
 













































′ + ′ + ′
′ + ′ + ′
−
] ) ( [
] ) ( [
, 2 , 2 , 2 2
1
, 1 , 1 , 1 2
1
2 / 1
N N s N N s N s N
N N s N N s N s N
N
ε a ε A A ε
ε a ε A A ε
,  S s ,..., 1 = .  
 
The  1 × N  vectors  N s, 1 a  and  N s, 2 a  are defined as  
 
  N s N N s , 1 , 1 α T a =  (13a) 




 ] ) )( )( ( [
1







N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N N N s ρ ρ E N u M I A A M I D α ∑ ∑
= =
− − ′ + ′ − ′ =  
 ] ) )( )( ( [
1







N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N N N s ρ ρ E N u M I A A M I D α ∑ ∑
= =
− − ′ + ′ − ′ = . 
 
The  S S 2 2 ×  (limiting) variance-covariance matrix of  N v , denoted  as  N Ψ , takes the 
following form:  
 
 
 ) ( N N N E v v Ψ ′ = =  ) ( , ,
, , , 1 ,
, , 1 , 1 , 1
N q N p
N S N S N N S
N S N N N
E E v v
v v v v
















,  S q p ,..., 1 , = . (14) 
 
It is made up of 
2 S  submatrices of dimension  2 2× , defined as  
 
                                                 
4










N q N q N q N p
N q N p N q N p
N q N p v v v v
v v v v
E E
, 2 , 2 , 1 , 2
, 2 , 1 , 1 , 1
, , ) ( v v . 
 
Hence,  N Ψ  can also be written as  
 
  N Ψ ) ( ,N pq ψ = ,  S q p ,..., 1 , = ,  
 
where the  2 2× elements  
 

















N pq N pq





are defined as  
 
   = ′ = ) ( , 1 , 1
11
, N q N p N pq v v E ψ  (15a) 




− + + + =
N
i





N j N i N q ji N q ij N p ji N p ij a a N a a a a N
1
2






, , 1 , , 1 , , 1 , , 1 ,
1 ) )( (
2
1
σ σ σ , 
 
  = ′ = ) ( , 2 , 1
12
, N q N p N pq v v E ψ




− + + + =
N
i





N j N i N q ji N q ij N p ji N p ij a a N a a a a N
1
2






, , 2 , , 2 , , 1 , , 1 ,
1 ) )( (
2
1
σ σ σ , 
 
= ′ = ) ( , 1 , 2
21
, N q N p N pq v v E ψ  




− + + + =
N
i





N j N i N q ji N q ij N p ji N p ij a a N a a a a N
1
2






, , 1 , , 1 , , 2 , , 2 ,
1 ) )( (
2
1
σ σ σ , 
 
  = ′ = ) ( , 2 , 2
22





− + + + =
N
i





N j N i N q ji N q ij N p ji N p ij a a N a a a a N
1
2






, , 2 , , 2 , , 2 , , 2 ,
1 ) )( (
2
1
σ σ σ , 
 
or, in matrix notation, 
 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 1 , 1
1
, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
1 11
, ] ) ( ) [(
2
1
a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ , (15b) 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 2 , 1
1
, 2 , 2 , 1 , 1
1 12
, ] ) ( ) [(
2
1
a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ , 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 1 , 2
1
, 1 , 1 , 2 , 2
1 21
, ] ) ( ) [(
2
1
a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ ,   15
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 2 , 2
1
, 2 , 2 , 2 , 2
1 22
, ] ) ( ) [(
2
1
a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =




~ ) ( ) (
− − − ′ = N N N N N J Ψ J Ψ Ωρ and  ) ( ) (
1
~ ~
− − N N N N Ψ Ω Θ Ω ρ ρ  is positive semidefinite. Thus, 
using a consistent estimator of 
1 −
N Ψ  (which will be derived below) as the weighting matrix 
N Θ  leads to the efficient GM estimator. By assumption,  0 ) (
*
min > ≥ Ψ Ψ c N λ . Moreover, the 
elements of  N Ψ  are uniformly bounded in absolute value, such that  ∞ < ≤
* *
max ) ( Ψ Ψ c N λ  by 
the equivalence of matrix norms. Hence, 
1 −
N Ψ  automatically satisfies the assumptions made 
with respect to  N Θ  in Assumption 5. Note that  N Ψ  is generally not identical to the variance-
covariance matrix of the moment vector unless  N s, 1 a  and  N s, 2 a  are equal to zero.  This is due 
to the fact that the GM estimator is based on estimated rather than the true disturbances and 
the presence of endogenous right-hand side variables included in equation (1). In the absence 
of an endogenous right-hand side variable,  0 a a = = N s N s , 2 , 1 . Apart from this fact, the 
variance-covariance matrix of the GM estimator of  N ρ  is of the usual ‘sandwich form’. 
 
2.3 Estimation of Variance-Covariance Matrix of  N ρ   
In the following we develop a consistent estimator for the variance-covariance matrix of  N ρ ~ . 
Define   
 
  N N N B
~ ~ ~
Γ J = , and  (16a) 
 ) ~ (
~ 2
, 1 N i
N









− = .    
 
We next specify an estimator for  N s N N s , 1 , 1 α T a =  and  N s N N s , 2 , 2 α T a = . The matrix  N T  will in 
many applications be of the form 
 
  N N N P F T =   with  N
S
m




− =  or  N
S
m
N m N m N N ρ H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ ′ − = , (17) 
 
where  N H  is a real nonstochastic  * P N ×  matrix of instruments, and  N P  is a real 
nonstochastic  P P × *  matrix, with P as in Assumption 7.  
 
To be more specific, consider a TSLS estimator of the model in equation (1a). In that case, 
)
~
( N N N δ δ Δ − =  and the matrix  N P  will be of the structure as defined above and can be   16
estimated consistently by some estimator  N P
~
 (see Section IV). The estimators for  N T  are 
defined as  
 
  N N N P F T
~ ~ ~
=   with  N
S
m





− =  or  N
S
m
N m N m N N ρ H M I F
+
= ∑ ′ − = ) ~ (
~
1
, , . (18) 
 
The estimators of  N s N N s , 1 , 1 α T a =  and  N s N N s , 2 , 2 α T a =  are then given by 
 
  N s N N s , 1 , 1
~ ~ ~ α T a =  and   (19a) 
  N s N N s , 2 , 2




 ] ~ ) ~ )( )( ~ ( [ ~
1







N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N N N s ρ ρ N u M I A A M I D α ∑ ∑
= =
− − ′ + ′ − ′ =  and  (20a) 
 ] ~ ) ~ )( )( ~ ( [ ~
1







N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N N N s ρ ρ N u M I A A M I D α ∑ ∑
= =
− − ′ + ′ − ′ = . (20b) 
 
In matrix form, the elements of the estimated  S S 2 2 ×  matrix  N Ψ
~
 are defined as:  
 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 1 , 1
1
, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
1 11
,






1 ~ a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ , (21) 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 2 , 1
1
, 2 , 2 , 1 , 1
1 12
,






1 ~ a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ , 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 1 , 2
1
, 1 , 1 , 2 , 2
1 21
,






1 ~ a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ , 
  N q N N p N N q N q N N p N p N pq N Tr N , 2 , 2
1
, 2 , 2 , 2 , 2
1 22
,






1 ~ a Σ a Σ A A Σ A A ′ + ′ + ′ + =
− − ψ , 
 
for  S q p ,..., 1 , = . Based on  N Ψ
~
, we can now define the estimator for 
N ρ Ω~  as  
 
  
+ + ′ ′ ′ = )
~ ~ ~
(







~ N N N N N N N N N N N N N J Θ J J Θ Ψ Θ J J Θ J Θ Ωρ . (22) 
 







Theorem 3. (Variance-Covariance Matrix Estimation). 
Suppose all of the assumptions of Theorem 2, apart from Assumption 5, hold and that 
additionally all of the fourth moments of the elements of  N D  are uniformly bounded. Suppose   17
furthermore (a) that the elements of the nonstochastic matrices  N H  are uniformly bounded in 






N s N ρ  and that the row and column sums of  N M  are bounded 
uniformly in absolute value by one and some finite constant, respectively, and   
(c) ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −P P  with  ) 1 ( O N = P . Then,  
 
 ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −Ψ Ψ  and  ) 1 (
~ 1 1
p N N o = −
− − Ψ Ψ . 
 
Furthermore, if Assumption 5 holds, then also  
 
 ) 1 (
~
~ ~ p o
N N = − ρ ρ Ω Ω . 
 
Remark 1. 
As in Kelejian and Prucha (2008, p. 17), Theorem 3 also holds, if  N ρ ~  is replaced by some 
other estimator  ) 1 ( ) (
2 / 1





N N m N m N N
1
, , ) ( H M I F ρ , condition 
(b) can be dropped. The consistency result for 
1 ~ −
N Ψ  verifies that this estimator for 
1 −
N Ψ  can 
indeed by used in the formulation of an efficient GM estimator.  
 
3. Joint Distribution of the GM Estimator for  N ρ  and Estimators of Other Model 
Parameters  
Note that  ) ~ (
2 / 1
N N N ρ ρ −  depends on a vector of linear quadratic forms in the innovations  N ε  
plus a term of order  ) 1 ( p o . By Assumption 7,  N N Δ
2 / 1  is asymptotically linear in  N ε . Hence, 
the joint distribution of the vector  ] ) ~ ( , [
2 / 1 2 / 1 ′ ′ − ′ N N N N N ρ ρ Δ  can be derived invoking the 
central limit theorem for vectors of quadratic forms by Kelejian and Prucha (2008); see 
Appendix B. 
  


















.      (23) 
 
Using Lemma A.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) (see Appendix B), its variance-covariance 
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N o N N
N N
E Var
v v F ε v
v ε F F ε ε F
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2 / 1
2 / 1 1

















ρ  ,  (24)   18
where  
 




,  and  
) , ,...., , ( ) ( , 2 , 1 , 21 , 11
1 1
, N S N S N N N N N N N N N E N a a a a Σ F v ε F Ψ ′ = ′ ′ =
− −
Δρ , and   
 
N Ψ  is defined in equation (14). 
 


























ρ , where   (25) 
  N N N N N F Σ F Ψ
~ ~ ~ ~ 1
, ′ =
−
ΔΔ ,  
 ) ~ , ~ ,...., ~ , ~ (
~ ~ ~
, 2 , 1 , 21 , 11
1
, N S N S N N N N N N a a a a Σ F Ψ ′ =
−




 is defined in equation (21). 
 
Regarding the joint limiting distribution of  ) ~ (
2 / 1
N N N ρ ρ −  and  N N Δ
2 / 1 , we now have the 
following result:  
 
Theorem 4. (Joint Distribution of  N ρ ~  and Other Model Parameters) 
Suppose all assumptions used in Theorem 3 hold and  0 ) (
*
, min > ≥
o c N o Ψ Ψ λ . Then,   
 
  ) 1 (
) ( ) ~ (
,
2 / 1
, 1 2 / 1
2 / 1
p N o N o


























, with   (26) 
  ) , ( ) , (
2
2 / 1 2 / 1
, , * S P
d
N N N N o N o N N
+


















= − − 1 , 1 , ) ( ) ( N N N N N
N
N o
N N N N N
N
N o J Θ J J Θ 0
0 P
Ψ
Θ J J Θ J 0
0 P






























N N N N N
N
N o
N N N N N
N
N o J Θ J J Θ 0
0 P
Ψ
Θ J J Θ J 0
0 P
Ω . (28) 
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Then,  
 
 ) 1 (
~
, , p N o N o o = −Ψ Ψ , ) 1 (
~
, , p N o N o o = −Ω Ω , and  ) 1 ( , O N o = Ψ , ) 1 ( , O N o = Ω . 
 
Theorem 4 implies that the difference between the joint cumulative distribution function of 
] ) ~ ( , [
2 / 1 2 / 1 ′ ′ − ′ N N N N N ρ ρ Δ  and that of  ) , ( ,N o N Ω 0  converges pointwise to zero, which justifies 
the use of the latter distribution as an approximation of the former. The theorem also states 
that   N o,
~
Ω  is a consistent estimator of  N o, Ω . The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix C.  
 
Remark 2. 
Theorem 4 can also be used to obtain the joint distribution of  ) ~ ( N N ρ ρ −  and some other 
estimator 
*
N Δ , where  ) 1 (
* 2 / 1 * 2 / 1
p N N N o N N + ′ = ε T Δ , 
* * *
N N N P F T = , 
* * * ~ ~ ~
N N N P F T = , assuming that 
analogous assumptions are maintained for this estimator. In particular, the results remain 
valid, but with 
* * 1
, N N N N N F Σ F Ψ ′ =
−
ΔΔ , ) , ,...., , ( , 2 , 1 , 21 , 11
* 1





~ ~ ~ ~
N N N N N F Σ F Ψ ′ =
−
ΔΔ , 
) ~ , ~ ,...., ~ , ~ (
~ ~ ~
, 2 , 1 , 21 , 11
* 1
, N S N S N N N N N N a a a a Σ F Ψ ′ =
−
Δρ , and with  N N P P
~
,  replaced by 
* * ~
, N N P P . 
 
 
IV. Two-Stages Least Squares (TSLS) Estimator for  N δ  
1. Instruments 
It is evident from model (1), that  0 ) ( ≠ ′ N N E u Y . In line with Kelejian and Prucha (2008), we 
consider a TSLS procedure to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters  N δ .  
 
The following assumptions are maintained. 
Assumption 8. 
The regressor matrix  N X  has full column rank (for N large enough). Furthermore, the 
elements of  N X  are uniformly bounded in absolute value. 
 
Assumption 9. 
The instrument matrix  N H  has full column rank  R K P + ≥ *  (for N large enough). 
Furthermore, the elements of  N H  are uniformly bounded in absolute value.  
 
Assumption 10. 
The instruments  N H  satisfy: 
  ) ( lim
1
N N N N H H QHH ′ =
−
→∞  is finite and nonsingular. 
 ) ( plim
1
N N N N Z H QHZ ′ =
−
∞ →  is finite and has full column rank.   20
Regarding the choice of instruments, note that 
 

























= = = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ − = = λ   





N N r N
R
r









, ] ) ( [ λ , (29) 
 
provided that  1
1





N r N r W λ  for some matrix norm     ⋅  (compare Horn and Johnson, 1985, 
p. 301). The instrument matrices  N H  are used to instrument  ) , ( N N N Y X Z =  in terms of their 
predicted values from a least squares regression on  N H , i.e.,  N N NZ P Z H = ˆ , where 
N N N N N H H H H PH ′ ′ =
−1 ) ( . In light of (29) it is reasonable to select  N H  to include  N X  and a 













, ) ( X W , (30) 
 




Note that such a choice of  N H  implies that Assumption 9 will be fulfilled (by Assumptions 3 
and 8). This choice also ensures that  N X  is instrumented by itself.  
 
2. Definition of TSLS Estimator and Asymptotic Results 
As in Kelejian and Prucha (2008), estimation of the model in equation (1) proceeds in three 
steps. In the first step, model (1a) is estimated by TSLS using the instruments  N H . In the 
second step, the spatial regressive parameters  N S N , , 1 ,...,ρ ρ  can be estimated using the GM 
estimator defined in Section III, based on consistent estimates of  N u from the first step. In the 
third step, model (1a) is re-estimated by feasible generalized two-stages least squares 
(FGTSLS), which is equivalent to performing a TSLS estimation on a transformed version of 
equation (1). We outline each of these steps in more detail in the following. 
 
The TSLS estimator of model (1a) is defined as  
 
  N N N N N y Z Z Z δ ′ ′ =
− ˆ ) ˆ (
~ 1 , where  (31) 
                                                 
5
 Kelejian, Prucha, and Yuzefovich (2004) consider alternative sets of instruments in the 
estimation of SARAR(1,1) models. Their Monte Carlo simulation results suggest that 
choosing  2 = Q  will be sufficient in many applications.    21
  ) ˆ , ( ˆ
N N N N N Y X Z P Z H = =  and  (32a)  
  N N NY P Y H = ˆ . (32b) 
 
In the second step, the parameters  N s, ρ ,  S s ,..., 1 = , are estimated using the GM estimator 
defined in equation (10), based on the first step residuals  N N n N δ Z y u
~ ~ − = . As above these 
estimators are denoted as  N s,
~ ρ ,  S s ,..., 1 = . 
 
Lemma 1 shows that the various assumptions maintained in Section III are automatically 
satisfied by the TSLS estimator  N δ
~




Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 and 8-10 hold, and that  ∞ < ≤ b N N β sup . Let  N N Z D − = , 
then, the fourth moments of the elements of  N D  are uniformly bounded in absolute value, 
Assumption 6 holds, and  
(a)   ) 1 ( )
~
(
2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N N o N N + ′ = −
− ε T δ δ  with  N N N P F T =  and where  
1 1 1 ) (




N m N m N N ρ H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ ′ − = ; 
(b)  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N N O N = ′
− ε T ; 
(c)  ) 1 ( p N O = P  and  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −P P  for  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] ) ( ) )( ( )[ ( ) (
~ − − − − − − − − ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ = N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N Z H H H H Z Z H H H P . 
 
The condition  ∞ < ≤ b N N β sup  is trivially satisfied if  β β = N . Note that (a) and (b) together 
imply that  N δ
~
 is a 
2 / 1 N -consistent estimator of  N δ . 
 
Regarding Assumption 4, we now have  N N N N Δ D u u = − ~ , where  N N Z D − =  and 
N N N δ δ Δ − =
~
. Lemma 1 shows that under Assumptions 1-3 and 8-10 the TSLS residuals 
automatically satisfy the conditions postulated in Assumptions 4, 6, and 7 with respect to  N D , 
N Δ , and  N T . Hence, Theorems 1 and 2 apply to the GM estimator  N ρ ~ , which is based on 
TSLS residuals. The Lemma also establishes that the elements of  N D are uniformly bounded 
in absolute value, gives explicit expressions for  N P  and  N P
~
, and verifies that the conditions 
concerning these matrices made in Theorems 3 and 4 are fulfilled. Hence, Theorems 3 and 4 
                                                 
6
 The above Lemma corresponds to Lemma 3 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) and is adapted 
here to apply to the higher-order case.    22
cover the GM estimator  N ρ ~  and the TSLS estimator  N δ
~
. In particular, Theorem 4 gives the 
joint limiting distribution of  ) ~ (
2 / 1




N N N δ δ − , where  N N Z D − = , the 
matrices  N N N P F P
~
, ,  are as in Lemma 1, and  N
S
m
N m N m N N ρ H M I F
+
= ∑ ′ − = ) ~ (
~
1
, , . 
 
We now turn to the third step. A Cochrane-Orcutt transformation to (1) is:  
 
  N N N N ε δ Z y + =






N N m N m N N
1
, ,






N N m N m N N
1
, ,
* ) ( Z M I Z ρ , and  











The FGTSLS estimator, denoted as  N δ ˆ ~
, is then obtained as a two-stages least squares 






N N m N m N
1
, ,
* ) ( H M I H ρ , after replacing  N ρ  by  N ρ ~ , i.e.,  
 
 




N N N N N y Z Z Z δ ′ ′ =




* ~ ˆ ~
* N N
NZ P Z
H = , with  ′ ′ =










N N m N m N
1
, ,
* ) ~ (
~






N N m N m N N
1
, ,
* ) ~ (
~






N N m N m N N
1
, ,
* ) ~ ( ~ y M I y ρ . 
 
The advantage of this approach as compared to the use of heteroskedasticity-and-
autocorrelation-consistent estimates is that joint hypotheses about  N λ  and  N ρ  may be 
formulated and tested. 
 
Kelejian and Prucha (2008) and Arraiz, Drukker, Kelejian and Prucha (2007) use the 
untransformed instrument matrix  N H  in the FGTSLS estimation of SARAR(1,1) models. 
While this choice does not affect consistency, it has implications for the efficiency of the 
estimates. In light of (29), the ideal instruments matrix for 
* Y W  in the transformed model is 





N N m N m N
1
, ,
* ) ( H M I H ρ . In fact, the Monte Carlos analysis below suggests that   23





N N m N m N
1
, , ) ~ (
~
H M I H ρ  instead of 
N H  leads to smaller standard errors and produces slightly better results in small samples, in 
particular, with respect to the size of tests.  
 
Lemma 2 shows that the various assumptions maintained in Section III are automatically 
satisfied by the (feasible) generalized TSLS estimator  N δ ˆ ~




   
Suppose the Assumptions of Lemma 1 hold
8
 and let  N δ ˆ (
 be defined as in equation (34), where 
N ρ (  is any 
2 / 1 N -consistent estimator of  N ρ  (such as the GM estimator  N ρ ~  based on TSLS 
residuals). Then  
a)   ) 1 ( ] ) ( ˆ [
* 2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N N N o N N + ′ = −
− ε T δ ρ δ ( (
 with 
* * *








− − − ′ = Z H H H Z H Z H H H Q Q Q Q Q PN  and 
* *
N N H F = ;   
(b) ) 1 (
* 2 / 1
p N N O N = ′ − ε T ; 
(c) ) 1 (
* O N = P  and  ) 1 (
* *
p N N o = − P P
(
 for  
1 * * 1 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 1 * * 1 * )] ( ) )( [( ) ( ) (
− − − − − − − − ′ ′ ′ × ′ ′ = N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N Z H H H H Z Z H H H P
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
. 
 
In light of Lemmata 1 and 2 the joint limiting distribution of the (feasible) generalized spatial 
TSLS estimator  N δ ˆ (
 and the GM estimator  N ρ ~  follows from Theorem 4 and the discussion 
thereafter, with  N N N δ δ Δ − = ˆ * (
. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix and its 
corresponding estimator are given by (27) and (28) with the modifications as described in 
Remark 2 after Theorem 4. 
 
Note that in light of Lemma 2 the residuals 
* * ˆ ˆ N N N N N N N Δ D u δ Z y u + = − =
(
 can be used to 
estimate  N ρ  by the GM estimator defined by (10), where the discussion surrounding Lemma 
2 would also apply here. Taking this argument one step further,  N ρ  and  N δ  can also be 
estimated by an iterative procedure. 
 
                                                 
7
 The above Lemma corresponds to Lemma 4 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) and is adapted 
here to apply to the higher-order case.  
8





N N m N m N
1
, , ) ( u M I ρ , this 
implies that Assumptions 9 and 10 will be satisfied for the transformed instruments 
*
N H .   24
As a final point, note that the above theory carries over to cases where the regressor matrix 
N X  includes endogenous variables, provided that suitable instruments are available. To be 
more specific, let  ) , ( N N N E X X =  and  ) , , ( N N N N N Y E X Z D − = − = , where  N X  satisfies 
Assumptions 8-10 with  N X  replaced by  N X  (including in the formulation of the instruments), 
and where  N E  is a matrix of endogenous variables. Then, given the fourth moments of  N D  
are  uniformly bounded, and Assumption 6 holds, parts (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 1 and 2 still 
hold, but with  
 
  ) , , ( ˆ






H = . (35b) 
  
 
V. Monte Carlo Evidence 
In this section, we consider a Monte Carlos experiment for a SARAR(3,3) specification and 
restricted versions thereof. We assume that  N N M W =  and that the matrix X includes two 








2 2 1 1
r
r r β β λ ,  (36a) 




m m ρ . (36b) 
 
We consider three sample sizes:  100 = N ,  250 = N , and  500 = N . The explanatory variables 
1 x  and  2 x  are generated as random draws from a standard normal distribution, scaled with a 
factor of five, and treated as fixed in repeated samples. Their parameters  1 β  and  2 β  are 
assumed to be unity in all Monte Carlo experiments considered.  
 
For our basic setup of the weights matrix, we follow Kelejian and Prucha (1999) and use a 
binary ‘up to 9 ahead and up to 9 behind’ contiguity specification. This means that the 
elements of the time-invariant, raw weights matrix 
0 W  are defined such that the i-th cross-
section element is related to the 9 elements after it and the 9 elements before it.  
 
The unnormalized  N N ×  matrix 




2 W , 
and 
0






1 W W W W = + + . The matrices 
0
1 W , 
0
2 W , and 
0
3 W  are specified such 
that they contain the elements of W
0 for a different band of neighbours each. Otherwise, they 
have zero elements. We choose a design, where 
0
1 W corresponds to an ‘up to 3 ahead and up 
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 For simplicity of notation, the subscript N  is suppressed in the following.    25
to 3 behind’ specification, 
0
2 W  corresponds to a ‘4 to 6 ahead and 4 to 6 behind’ specification, 
and 
0
3 W  corresponds to a ‘7 to 9 ahead and 7 to 9 behind’ specification. 
0
1 W , 
0
2 W , and 
0
3 W  
have typical elements 
0
, 1 ij w , 
0
, 2 ij w , and 
0
, 3 ij w , respectively, where subscripts i and  j  indicate 
that the corresponding element captures the possible contiguity of unit i with  j . 
0
, 1 ij w , 
0
, 2 ij w , 
and 
0
, 3 ij w  are either unity or zero. By design, at most one of the three elements, 
0
, 1 ij w , 
0
, 2 ij w , or 
0
, 3 ij w , can be unity. The final weights matrices  1 W ,  2 W , and  3 W  are obtained by separately 
row-normalizing 
0
1 W , 
0
2 W , and 
0
3 W , that is, by dividing their typical elements 
0
, 1 ij w , 
0
, 2 ij w , and 
0
, 3 ij w  through the corresponding row sum, respectively.  
 
With three row-normalized matrices  1 W ,  2 W , and  3 W , the parameter space for λ and ρ 
must satisify  1 0 3 2 1 < + + ≤ λ λ λ  and  1 0 3 2 1 < + + ≤ ρ ρ ρ . We consider 12 parameter 
constellations, assuming that the spatial regressive parameters are non-increasing in the order 
of neighbourhood, i.e., we always have  3 2 1 λ λ λ ≥ ≥  and  3 2 1 ρ ρ ρ ≥ ≥ . In parameter 
constellations (1a) through (2c), we assume that the spatial dependence in the endogenous 
variable y is at least as strong as that in the disturbances u, without loss of generality. We 
consider cases, where we have nonzero spatial dependence in both y and u  (parameter 
constellations (1a) through (1c)), as well as ones where spatial dependence shows up 
exclusively in y (parameter constellations (2a) through (2c)) or exclusively in u (parameter 
constellations (3a) through (3c)). This setting should be informative about the performance of 
the GM estimator in discriminating between alternative specifications of the spatial 
dependence. Parameter constellations (3a) through (3c) and (4) consider cases where the 
spatial dependence in the disturbances u is stronger than that in y. Parameter constellation 
(5a) considers zero dependence parameters for all spatial lags in y and u. Finally, 
constellation (5b) assumes homogeneous but nonzero spatial dependence parameters for 
spatial lags in y and u. 
 
Regarding the choice of instruments, we include linearly independent terms of up to the 
second order in equation (30b). In particular, the matrix of untransformed instruments H 
contains 18 columns and is given by  
 






1 3 2 1 X W X W X W X W X W X W X W X W X H = ,    (37) 
where  j i ij W W W = .   
 
The innovations ε  are assumed to be heteroskedastic and generated as follows. Let  i ζ  denote 
a draw from a standard normal distribution. The pattern of heteroskedasticity is drawn from a 
uniform distribution with support  ] 8 . 1   , 2 . 0 [ . Then, the innovations are generated as 
i i i ζ σ ε ε, = , where  8 . 1 2 . 0 , ≤ ≤ i ε σ .   26
 
Table 1. Parameter Constellations in Monte Carlo Experiments 
Parameter 
constellation 
1 λ   2 λ   3 λ   1 ρ   2 ρ   3 ρ  
(1a)  0.5 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 
(1b)  0.5 0.3  0  0.4 0.2  0 
(1c)  0.5 0  0 0.4 0  0 
(2a)  0.5 0.3 0.1  0  0  0 
(2b)  0.5  0.3  0 0 0 0 
(2c)  0.5  0 0 0 0 0 
(3a)  0 0 0  0.4  0.2  0.2 
(3b)  0 0 0  0.4  0.2  0 
(3c)  0 0 0  0.4  0 0 
(4)  0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 
(5a)  0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5b)  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Note:  1 2 1 = = β β  under all parameter constellations. 
 
For each Monte Carlo experiment, we consider 2000 draws. To ensure comparability, the 
same draws of  i ζ  and  i , ε σ  are used for each of the 12 parameter constellations. Results for 
the estimates of  , , , 2 , 1 N N ρ ρ  and  N , 3 ρ  are obtained by the GM estimator defined in equation 
(10), using the optimal weighting matrix as given in equation (21).
10
 The estimates reported 
for the regression parameters are FGTSLS estimates, based on the transformed model as 
given by equation (34) using the transformed set of instruments given in (37). For sample 
sizes of  100 = N  and  250 = N  we also report the results from regressions using the 
untransformed set of instruments H  instead of 
∗ H  as in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) and 
Arriaz, Drukker, Kelejian, and Prucha (2007). 
 
We calculate the average bias and root mean squared error for each parameter constellation. 
Moreover, based on the estimated approximate joint distribution of the vector of the spatial 











3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 ′ = ρ ρ ρ β β λ λ λ q , we report 
rejection probabilities for Wald tests about a set of hypotheses of interest, using a nominal 
significance level of 5 percent.  
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 We use the identity matrix in an initial step to obtain consistent initial estimates of 
, , , 2 , 1 N N ρ ρ  and  N , 3 ρ  and  N ε , which are required to calculate the optimal weighting matrix 
N Ψ
~
.   27
i) For all parameter constellations, we test the hypothesis that each single coefficient is equal 
to the true parameter value (this corresponds to a t-test as in Kelejian and Prucha, 2008). 
Hence, the corresponding rejection rates reflect the size of the test. 
ii) For parameter constellation (1c) we report the test of the SARAR(3,3) against the 
SARAR(1,1) model, using  0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ
ρ λ H  
iii) For parameter constellations (2a) and (2b), where spatial dependence occurs only in y, we 
test the joint hypothesis  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H . Similarly, for parameter constellations (3a) 
and (3b), where spatial dependence occurs only in u, we test the joint hypothesis 
0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H . These tests should be informative about the performance of the 
proposed estimator in discriminating between alternative spatial dependence in the 
endogenous variable versus the disturbances. 
iv) Finally, the joint hypothesis  0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ
ρ λ H  is also reported for the 
non-spatial model under parameter constellation (5a). 
 
Using Theorem 4, the approximation of the small sample distribution of q ~  is given by  
Q) q, q ( ~ ~ N , where  
) , , , , , , , ( 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 ′ = ρ ρ ρ β β λ λ λ q  and  
) ~ (q Q Var = ,  
which can be estimated using  o N Ω
~ ~ 1 − = Q . 
 
Tests referring to a single parameter are carried out using a standard t-test: 
E.g.,  1 1 0
~ : ρ ρ








= t , where 
1





Tests regarding joint hypotheses are carried out using Wald tests. Generally, we have (e.g., 
Greene, 2003, pp. 95, 487): 
 
  0 = −t Rq    : 0 H  against  0 ≠ −t Rq    : 1 H . 
 
Define the discrepancy vector:  t q R m − = ~    . The null hypothesis can the be tested using 
 
 
2 -1 ~ )
~
( G χ m R Q R m ′ ′ ,   
 
where G  is the number of restrictions (the number of rows of R ). 
 
In the present context, we have    28
for 0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ













R  and  4 = G ; 
for  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H , ) , ( 3 I A = R  where A is a  5 3×  matrix of zeros and  3 = G ;  
for 0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H , ) , ( 3 A I = R , where A is a  5 3×  matrix of zeros and  3 = G ;  
for 0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ













R  and  6 = G ; 
Table 2 to 4 report the results of the Monte Carlo analysis for the three sample sizes 
considered, using the matrix 
* H . 
 
In terms of bias and RMSE, the estimator performs well, even in the small sample with 
100 = N . On average over all parameter constellation the bias and RMSE amount to 0.0052 
and 0.0426 for the estimates of  ) ,..., ( 3 1 ′ = λ λ λ  and to 0.0314 and 0.2017 for the estimates of 
) ,..., ( 3 1 ′ = ρ ρ ρ . Regarding the size of the tests, the performance of the GM estimates of ρ 
the disturbances process is quite well. Even for the small sample of  100 = N , the size of the 
tests is not too far away from the nominal size. This holds true for the size of the rejections 
rates of the tests involving only 1 parameter (average: 0.0794) and to a smaller extent also for 
tests of the joint tests involving ρ only (average size: 0.0703). The performance of the 
FGTSLS estimates of λ is worse, with an average size of 0.0947 for the single tests and an 




However, performance improves quickly with growing sample size. For  250 = N , the 
average bias and RMSE of the estimates of  ) ,..., ( 3 1 ′ = λ λ λ  shrink to 0.0016 and 0.0252, those 
of ) ,..., ( 3 1 ′ = ρ ρ ρ  shrink to 0.0153 and 0.1034. Also, the size of the tests improves and 
approaches the nominal size of 5 percent. Regarding the GM estimates of ρ, the average size 
of the tests involving only one parameter amounts to  0.0604, that for the joint tests involving 
ρ only to 0.0542. For the FGTSLS estimates of λ, the average size is 0.0677 for the single 
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 Results when using the untransformed instrument matrix H instead of 
∗ H  are as follows: 
bias of ρ: -0.0308; RMSE of ρ: 0.2112; size of ρ for single tests: 0.0764; size of ρ for joint 
tests: 0.1042; bias of λ: 0.0054, RMSE of λ: 0.0416; size of single tests for λ: 0.1021; size 
of joint tests for λ: 0.1738. See Table A.1 in Appendix E for details. 
12
 Results when using the untransformed instrument matrix H instead of 
∗ H  are as follows: 
bias of ρ: 0.0148; RMSE of ρ: 0.1037; size of ρ for single tests: 0.0524; size of ρ for joint 
tests: 0.0577; bias of λ: 0.0026, RMSE of λ: 0.0250; size of single tests for λ: 0.0720; size 
of joint tests for λ: 0.0946. See Table A.2 in Appendix E for details.   29 
Table 2. Monte Carlo Results, N = 100, 2000 draws, instrument matrix 
* H  
Constellation
1)  (1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c) (3a) (3b) (3c)  (4)  (5a) (5b)  average 
2) 
λ1  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5 0 0 0  0.2 0  0.2  0.2833 
Bias  0.0044 0.0050 0.0059 0.0030 0.0028 0.0033 0.0165 0.0096 0.0064 0.0367 0.0034 0.0046 0.0085 
RMSE  0.0349 0.0354 0.0388 0.0275 0.0270 0.0289 0.0794 0.0694 0.0570 0.0913 0.0407 0.0421 0.0477 
Rej.  Rate  0.0800 0.0825 0.0830 0.0785 0.0740 0.0730 0.1260 0.1075 0.0900 0.2045 0.0715 0.0750 0.0955 
λ2  0.3  0.3 0  0.3  0.3 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.1250 
Bias  0.0001 0.0001 -0.0002  -0.0011  -0.0008  -0.0005  0.0112 0.0045 0.0010 0.0269 0.0001 0.0018 0.0040 
RMSE  0.0292 0.0306 0.0333 0.0269 0.0278 0.0276 0.0644 0.0550 0.0481 0.0715 0.0362 0.0366 0.0406 
Rej.  Rate  0.0700 0.0745 0.0845 0.0675 0.0720 0.0785 0.1345 0.1085 0.0965 0.2005 0.0865 0.0905 0.0970 
λ3  0.1 0 0  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0417 
Bias  -0.0021 -0.0027 -0.0027 -0.0024 -0.0022 -0.0017 0.0056  0.0005  -0.0019 0.0155  -0.0016 0.0001  0.0032 
RMSE  0.0358 0.0372 0.0377 0.0284 0.0306 0.0319 0.0495 0.0457 0.0457 0.0533 0.0397 0.0393 0.0396 
Rej.  Rate  0.0880 0.0915 0.0890 0.0900 0.0925 0.0875 0.0935 0.0835 0.0855 0.1255 0.0875 0.0840 0.0915 
β1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0000 0.0001 0.0003 -0.0003  -0.0004  -0.0004  0.0021 0.0011 0.0007 0.0051 -0.0001  0.0000 0.0009 
RMSE  0.0193 0.0194 0.0193 0.0199 0.0199 0.0197 0.0224 0.0216 0.0208 0.0233 0.0201 0.0199 0.0205 
Rej.  Rate  0.0680 0.0670 0.0685 0.0735 0.0755 0.0715 0.0760 0.0740 0.0695 0.0850 0.0685 0.0665 0.0720 
β2  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0004 -0.0008 -0.0009 -0.0010 0.0014  0.0003  -0.0001 0.0040  -0.0007 -0.0006 0.0010 
RMSE  0.0216 0.0215 0.0218 0.0223 0.0223 0.0225 0.0240 0.0232 0.0227 0.0244 0.0224 0.0222 0.0226 
Rej.  Rate  0.0665 0.0685 0.0680 0.0685 0.0695 0.0715 0.0660 0.0660 0.0675 0.0680 0.0715 0.0690 0.0684 
ρ1  0.4 0.4 0.4  0  0  0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5  0 0.2 0.2583 
Bias  -0.0378 -0.0446 -0.0572 -0.0583 -0.0614 -0.0583 -0.0277 -0.0397 -0.0510 -0.0125 -0.0539 -0.0364 0.0449 
RMSE  0.1805 0.1855 0.2142 0.2771 0.2742 0.2647 0.1645 0.1746 0.2016 0.1493 0.2410 0.1881 0.2096 
Rej.  Rate  0.0795 0.0835 0.0930 0.0800 0.0810 0.0815 0.0650 0.0800 0.0865 0.0595 0.0690 0.0700 0.0774 
ρ2  0.2  0.2 0 0 0 0  0.2  0.2 0  0.3 0  0.2  0.1083 
Bias  -0.0303 -0.0312 -0.0076 -0.0443 -0.0446 -0.0307 -0.0156 -0.0194 -0.0063 -0.0355 -0.0348 -0.0334 0.0278 
RMSE  0.1810 0.1855 0.1927 0.2545 0.2493 0.2410 0.1682 0.1813 0.1914 0.1686 0.2247 0.1890 0.2023 
Rej.  Rate  0.0755 0.0765 0.0765 0.0735 0.0710 0.0710 0.0650 0.0720 0.0795 0.0620 0.0635 0.0690 0.0713 
ρ3  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.2 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0500 
Bias  -0.0248 -0.0090 -0.0105 -0.0252 -0.0216 -0.0177 -0.0306 -0.0088 -0.0110 -0.0374 -0.0230 -0.0382 0.0215 
RMSE  0.1783 0.1810 0.1912 0.2224 0.2179 0.2138 0.1737 0.1823 0.1935 0.1659 0.2059 0.1915 0.1931 
Rej.  Rate  0.0650 0.0660 0.0620 0.0575 0.0590 0.0570 0.0625 0.0650 0.0670 0.0695 0.0535 0.0615 0.0621 
Joint Tests 
3)               
Rej.  Rate        0.1230 0.0970 0.0970 0.0985 0.1645 0.1510 0.1510    0.1400    0.1278 
Note: 
1) Each column corresponds to one parameter constellation (see Table 1). 
2) Average of absolute row values. 
3) Rejections rates for the following hypotheses. (1c): 
0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ
ρ λ H , (2a), (2b), (2c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H , (3a), (3b), (3c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H , (5a):  0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ
ρ λ H .     30 
Table 3. Monte Carlo Results, N = 250, 2000 draws, instrument matrix 
* H  
Constellation
1)  (1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c) (3a) (3b) (3c)  (4)  (5a) (5b)  average 
2) 
λ1  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5 0 0 0  0.2 0  0.2  0.2833 
Bias  0.0010 0.0012 0.0011 0.0007 0.0006 0.0007 0.0049 0.0029 0.0013 0.0123 0.0003 0.0012 0.0023 
RMSE  0.0183 0.0191 0.0215 0.0156 0.0153 0.0164 0.0428 0.0383 0.0316 0.0487 0.0232 0.0232 0.0262 
Rej.  Rate  0.0565 0.0600 0.0675 0.0560 0.0585 0.0640 0.0805 0.0765 0.0690 0.1140 0.0655 0.0585 0.0689 
λ2  0.3  0.3 0  0.3  0.3 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.1250 
Bias  0.0001 0.0003 -0.0002  -0.0005  -0.0004  -0.0004  0.0039 0.0017 0.0003 0.0094 -0.0002  0.0003 0.0015 
RMSE  0.0201 0.0208 0.0220 0.0203 0.0205 0.0196 0.0380 0.0331 0.0292 0.0419 0.0233 0.0234 0.0260 
Rej.  Rate  0.0560 0.0570 0.0585 0.0540 0.0565 0.0555 0.0855 0.0745 0.0690 0.1165 0.0590 0.0585 0.0667 
λ3  0.1 0 0  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0417 
Bias  -0.0001  -0.0002  0.0002 -0.0002  -0.0001  0.0004 0.0030 0.0010 -0.0001  0.0065 0.0003 0.0009 0.0011 
RMSE  0.0197 0.0204 0.0217 0.0163 0.0168 0.0183 0.0311 0.0287 0.0270 0.0333 0.0230 0.0234 0.0233 
Rej.  Rate  0.0560 0.0565 0.0600 0.0655 0.0655 0.0600 0.0790 0.0760 0.0700 0.0925 0.0605 0.0685 0.0675 
β1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0003 0.0006  0.0001  -0.0001 0.0017  -0.0002 0.0000  0.0003 
RMSE  0.0125 0.0127 0.0128 0.0129 0.0131 0.0129 0.0140 0.0135 0.0131 0.0142 0.0130 0.0128 0.0131 
Rej.  Rate  0.0590 0.0625 0.0625 0.0620 0.0610 0.0590 0.0640 0.0600 0.0575 0.0650 0.0630 0.0620 0.0615 
β2  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0008 0.0006 0.0003 0.0019 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 
RMSE  0.0123 0.0124 0.0125 0.0128 0.0129 0.0127 0.0140 0.0135 0.0130 0.0141 0.0127 0.0126 0.0130 
Rej.  Rate  0.0545 0.0525 0.0565 0.0545 0.0610 0.0550 0.0595 0.0550 0.0515 0.0585 0.0570 0.0540 0.0558 
ρ1  0.4 0.4 0.4  0  0  0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5  0 0.2 0.2583 
Bias  -0.0186 -0.0215 -0.0293 -0.0308 -0.0315 -0.0307 -0.0130 -0.0200 -0.0264 -0.0111 -0.0267 -0.0172 0.0231 
RMSE  0.0884 0.0879 0.0957 0.1198 0.1206 0.1196 0.0899 0.0878 0.0946 0.0826 0.1184 0.1000 0.1004 
Rej.  Rate  0.0575 0.0590 0.0625 0.0505 0.0565 0.0590 0.0600 0.0585 0.0575 0.0570 0.0570 0.0555 0.0575 
ρ2  0.2  0.2 0 0 0 0  0.2  0.2 0  0.3 0  0.2  0.1083 
Bias  -0.0123 -0.0143 -0.0057 -0.0215 -0.0215 -0.0162 -0.0082 -0.0110 -0.0061 -0.0137 -0.0161 -0.0140 0.0134 
RMSE  0.1027 0.1036 0.1023 0.1189 0.1190 0.1180 0.1015 0.1036 0.1026 0.1044 0.1173 0.1062 0.1083 
Rej.  Rate  0.0600 0.0590 0.0585 0.0585 0.0570 0.0560 0.0590 0.0585 0.0625 0.0575 0.0555 0.0630 0.0587 
ρ3  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.2 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0500 
Bias  -0.0101 -0.0048 -0.0059 -0.0114 -0.0097 -0.0084 -0.0140 -0.0045 -0.0052 -0.0144 -0.0078 -0.0157 0.0093 
RMSE  0.0963 0.0954 0.0956 0.1126 0.1123 0.1121 0.0952 0.0945 0.0954 0.0920 0.1119 0.1041 0.1014 
Rej.  Rate  0.0510 0.0445 0.0445 0.0415 0.0410 0.0415 0.0535 0.0460 0.0405 0.0660 0.0410 0.0455 0.0464 
Joint Tests 
3)               
Rej.  Rate        0.0680 0.0490 0.0515 0.0525 0.0990 0.0935 0.0915    0.0795    0.0731 
Note: 
1) Each column corresponds to one parameter constellation (see Table 1). 
2) Average of absolute row values. 
3) Rejections rates for the following hypotheses. (1c): 
0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ
ρ λ H , (2a), (2b), (2c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H , (3a), (3b), (3c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H , (5a):  0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ
ρ λ H .     31 
Table 4. Monte Carlo Results, N = 500, 2000 draws, instrument matrix 
* H  
Constellation
1)  (1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c) (3a) (3b) (3c)  (4)  (5a) (5b)  average 
2) 
λ1  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5 0 0 0  0.2 0  0.2  0.2833 
Bias  0.0007 0.0008 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005 0.0006 0.0024 0.0013 0.0011 0.0062 0.0003 0.0007 0.0013 
RMSE  0.0126 0.0130 0.0144 0.0109 0.0107 0.0113 0.0290 0.0259 0.0215 0.0332 0.0157 0.0158 0.0178 
Rej.  Rate  0.0515 0.0555 0.0540 0.0555 0.0605 0.0525 0.0685 0.0595 0.0595 0.0885 0.0505 0.0545 0.0592 
λ2  0.3  0.3 0  0.3  0.3 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.1250 
Bias  -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0005 -0.0007 -0.0005 -0.0006 0.0014  0.0001  -0.0006 0.0041  -0.0002 0.0000  0.0008 
RMSE  0.0139 0.0143 0.0152 0.0141 0.0141 0.0134 0.0256 0.0223 0.0200 0.0274 0.0160 0.0162 0.0177 
Rej.  Rate  0.0505 0.0560 0.0610 0.0535 0.0530 0.0545 0.0675 0.0600 0.0595 0.0835 0.0555 0.0590 0.0595 
λ3  0.1 0 0  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0417 
Bias  0.0000 -0.0001  -0.0003  0.0000 -0.0001  0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 -0.0004  0.0030 -0.0004  0.0000 0.0005 
RMSE  0.0140 0.0143 0.0152 0.0112 0.0114 0.0125 0.0215 0.0199 0.0193 0.0228 0.0162 0.0162 0.0162 
Rej.  Rate  0.0580 0.0525 0.0555 0.0540 0.0575 0.0575 0.0645 0.0665 0.0700 0.0775 0.0600 0.0550 0.0607 
β1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  -0.0001  0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0004 0.0001 0.0002 0.0011 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 
RMSE  0.0090 0.0088 0.0089 0.0091 0.0091 0.0092 0.0098 0.0094 0.0092 0.0100 0.0090 0.0090 0.0092 
Rej.  Rate  0.0530 0.0475 0.0500 0.0515 0.0500 0.0540 0.0505 0.0450 0.0475 0.0515 0.0525 0.0560 0.0507 
β2  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0010 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 
RMSE  0.0086 0.0087 0.0087 0.0089 0.0089 0.0089 0.0096 0.0093 0.0090 0.0098 0.0088 0.0089 0.0090 
Rej.  Rate  0.0480 0.0510 0.0505 0.0490 0.0475 0.0490 0.0530 0.0485 0.0440 0.0535 0.0480 0.0500 0.0493 
ρ1  0.4 0.4 0.4  0  0  0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5  0 0.2 0.2583 
Bias  -0.0087 -0.0100 -0.0139 -0.0147 -0.0148 -0.0149 -0.0055 -0.0092 -0.0129 -0.0047 -0.0127 -0.0078 0.0108 
RMSE  0.0640 0.0631 0.0676 0.0856 0.0853 0.0850 0.0650 0.0631 0.0673 0.0590 0.0847 0.0720 0.0718 
Rej.  Rate  0.0600 0.0660 0.0690 0.0615 0.0610 0.0580 0.0590 0.0630 0.0680 0.0590 0.0590 0.0570 0.0617 
ρ2  0.2  0.2 0 0 0 0  0.2  0.2 0  0.3 0  0.2  0.1083 
Bias  -0.0061 -0.0072 -0.0034 -0.0106 -0.0106 -0.0083 -0.0048 -0.0058 -0.0034 -0.0081 -0.0086 -0.0072 0.0070 
RMSE  0.0709 0.0718 0.0703 0.0808 0.0810 0.0804 0.0702 0.0714 0.0702 0.0713 0.0805 0.0726 0.0743 
Rej.  Rate  0.0535 0.0565 0.0565 0.0555 0.0565 0.0535 0.0535 0.0530 0.0580 0.0515 0.0535 0.0545 0.0547 
ρ3  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.2 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0500 
Bias  -0.0053 -0.0024 -0.0025 -0.0052 -0.0044 -0.0036 -0.0073 -0.0021 -0.0025 -0.0082 -0.0035 -0.0074 0.0045 
RMSE  0.0671 0.0670 0.0675 0.0795 0.0793 0.0794 0.0649 0.0661 0.0676 0.0610 0.0797 0.0725 0.0710 
Rej.  Rate  0.0510 0.0530 0.0540 0.0465 0.0500 0.0490 0.0535 0.0545 0.0575 0.0615 0.0495 0.0530 0.0527 
Joint Tests 
3)               
Rej.  Rate        0.0810 0.0725 0.0750 0.0710 0.0855 0.0890 0.0890    0.0785    0.0802 
Note: 
1) Each column corresponds to one parameter constellation (see Table 1). 
2) Average of absolute row values. 
3) Rejections rates for the following hypotheses. (1c): 
0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ
ρ λ H , (2a), (2b), (2c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H , (3a), (3b), (3c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H , (5a):  0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ
ρ λ H .   For  500 = N  we have the following results. Across all parameter constellations, the average 
bias and RMSE amount to 0.0010 and 0.0172, respectively, for the estimates of 
) ,..., ( 3 1 ′ = λ λ λ and to 0.0075 and 0.0724, respectively, for the estimates of ρ. The 
significance levels of the tests are very similar between the  250 = N  and the  500 = N  
experiments across all tests. 
 
Overall, the Monte Carlo experiments illustrate that the proposed estimators work reasonably 
well, even in small samples. This is true for both the point estimates and the variance-
covariance matrix of the parameter estimates. The single as well as joint tests are properly 
sized and may be recommended for specification tests about the lag- and error-structure and 




This paper derives generalized moments (GM) and two-stages least squares (TSLS) 
estimators for spatial autoregressive models with spatial regressive disturbances and 
heteroskedastic innovations, allowing for an arbitrary (but finite) order of spatial dependence 
both in the dependent variable and the disturbances. We prove consistency of the proposed 
estimators and derive the (joint) asymptotic distribution of the GM estimates of the spatial 
autoregressive parameters of the disturbance process and the feasible (generalized) TSLS 
estimates of the regression parameters of the model. The variance-covariance matrix of all 
model parameters can be used to formulate joint tests about the form and order of spatial 
dependence, e.g., tests of the general SARAR(R,S) model against interesting alternatives such 
as SARAR(0,S), SARAR(R,0), and the non-spatial model. A comprehensive Monte Carlo 
simulation exercise suggests that the estimators perform reasonably well in terms of bias and 
root means squared errors, even in small samples with 100 observations. The rejection rates of 
the single and joint tests approach the nominal size as the number of observations grows 
larger and can be used for specification tests in medium to large samples in order to 
empirically determine the proper specification and order of spatial dependence.  
 
The SARAR(R,S) framework developed in this paper allows the applied econometrician to 
study the strength of interdependence between cross-sectional units more flexibly than in 
existing SARAR(1,1) models. For instance, with the suggested model one may allow first, 
second, and higher orders of bands of neighbours to exert a different impact on each other, 
allowing a better approximation of the (possibly nonlinear, discontinuous) functional form of 
the decay of spatial interdependence.  
  
Moreover, one may allow for several alternative channels or concepts of interdependence in 
space, which may be non-geographical, and the SARAR(R,S) framework can be readily 
adapted to non-geographical models by replacing the notion of geographical distance with, 
e.g., economic, socio-economic, cultural, or political distance.    
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APPENDIX (Not intended for publication in full length.)  
In the following, we give a proof of Theorems 1-4 and state several results that are repeatedly 
used in this paper. The proofs as given here proceed closely along the lines of Kelejian and 
Prucha (2008) for the SARAR(1,1) model and are adapted to apply the more general case of 
an SARAR(R,S) model.  
 
 
APPENDIX A   
Notation 
We adopt the standard convention to refer to matrices and vectors with acronyms in boldface. 
Let  N A  denote some matrix. Its elements are referred to as  N ij a , ;  N i., a  and  N i, . a  denote the i-
th row and the i-th column of  N A  respectively. If  N A  is a square matrix, 
1 −
N A  denotes its 
inverse; if   N A  is singular,  
+
N A  denotes its generalized inverse. If  N A  is a square, symmetric 
and positive definite matrix, 
2 / 1
N A denotes the unique positive definite square root of  N A  and 
2 / 1 −
N A  denotes 
2 / 1 1) (
−
N A . Finally, define the matrix norm 
2 / 1 )] ( [ N N N Tr A A A ′ = , where Tr is 






Let  N A ,  1 ≥ N , be some sequence of  N N ×  matrices. We will then say that the row and 
column sums of the (sequence of) matrices AN are bounded uniformly in absolute value if 




















1 max  for all  1 ≥ N .      
 
The following results will be used repeatedly in the proofs:  
  If  N A  and  N B   are (sequences of)  N N × matrices, whose row and column sums are 
bounded uniformly in absolute value (say by  A c  and  B c ), then so are the row and column 
sums of  N NB A and  N N B A +  by  B Ac c  and  B A c c + , respectively (Kelejian and Prucha, 
1999, p. 526).  
  If  ZN is a (sequence of)  P N ×   matrices whose elements are uniformly bounded in 
absolute value (say by  Z c ), then so are the elements of  N NZ A  (by Z Ac c ) and 
N N N N Z A Z′
−1  (Kelejian and Prucha, 2004, Remark A.1). (This also covers the case 
N N N Z Z′
−1  for  N N I A = .) 
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  Suppose that the row and columns sums of the  NP NP×  matrices  ) ( ,N ij N a = A  are 






N ij c a ≤ ∑
=1
,  for 
1 > q  (Kelejian and Prucha, 2008, Remark C.1). 
  Let  N ξ  and  N η  be  1 × N  random vectors, where, for each N, the elements are 
independently distributed with zero mean and finite variances. Then the elements of 
N N N ξ Z′
− 2 / 1  are  ) 1 ( p O  and  N N N N η A ξ′
−1  is  ) 1 ( p O .
14
  
  Let  N ζ  be an  1 × N  random vector, where, for each N, the elements are independently 
distributed with zero mean and finite fourth moments. Let  N π  be some nonstochastic 
1 × N  vector, whose elements are uniformly bounded in absolute value and let  N Π  be an 
N N ×  nonstochastic matrix whose row and columns sums are uniformly bounded in 
absolute value.  Define the column vector  N N N N ζ Π π d + = . It follows that the elements 




Remark A.2 (Identifiable Uniqueness in Higher-Order Case) 
Assumption 5 states that the smallest eigenvalue of  N NΓ Γ′  is uniformly bounded away from 
zero. To show what this assumption requires in the higher-order case, write 
  
  ] . [ , , 1 ′ ′ ′ = N S N N Γ Γ Γ .   (A.1) 
 
Hence, for any N × 1 vector  0 x ≠  
 
  x Γ Γ Γ Γ x x Γ Γ x ) ... ( , , , 1 , 1 N S N S N N N N ′ + + ′ ′ = ′ ′ .   (A.2) 
 
In light of Rao (1973, p.62),
15
 we have  
 
  x x Γ Γ x x Γ Γ x Γ Γ x x Γ Γ x ′ ′ + + ′ ′ ≥ ′ ′ + + ′ ′ ) ( ... ) ( ... , , min , 1 , 1 min , , , 1 , 1 N S N S N N N S N S N N λ λ . (A.3) 
 
This expression is strictly larger than zero if  0 ) ( * , , min > ≥ ′ λ λ N s N s Γ Γ  for some s, s = 1, …, S.  
 
                                                 
14
 Compare Kelejian and Prucha (2004), who consider homoskedastic random variables. It is 
readily observed from the proof that the result also holds under heteroskedasticity, as long as 
the variances of the elements of  N ξ  and  N η  are uniformly bounded. 
15
 See Remark B.1 in Appendix B.    75
We then have  
 
 0 * > ′ ≥ ′ ′ x x x Γ Γ x λ N N .     (A.4) 
 
Next, using Rao (1973, p. 62) again  
 
0 inf ) ( * min > ≥
′
′ ′
= ′ λ λ
x x




N N .   (A.5) 
 
As can be seen from (A.5), Assumption 5 in the higher-order case requires that the 
assumption made by Kelejian and Prucha (2008) for the first-order case is fulfilled for at least 
one subset of moment conditions associated with one of the weights matrices. Note, however, 
that all weighting matrices enter the elements of each  N s, Γ ,  S s ,..., 1 = . If two weights 
matrices are collinear, for example, none of the matrices  N s, Γ  would have a smallest 
eigenvalue that is strictly positive and Assumption 5 would be hurt.  
 
 
APPENDIX B.  
For the convenience of the reader, Appendix B lists some Lemmata and Theorems as used in 
the subsequent proofs. 
 
Remark B.1.  













min ) ( min n R











max ) ( max n R
λ . 
 
Let  A and B be symmetric, positive semidefinite matrices of dimension  N N × . Then 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( B A AB B A Tr Tr Tr L S λ λ ≤ ≤ , where  L λ  and  S λ  denote the largest and smallest 
eigenvalue of A, respectively (Mittelhammer, 1996, p. 254).  
 
 
Lemma A.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) 
Let  ε  be a random  1 × N  vector with zero mean and positive definite variance-covariance 
matrix  Σ, let A and B be a symmetric, nonstochastic  N N ×  matrices, and let a  and b be 
real nonstochastic  1 × N  vectors. Consider the decomposition  S S Σ ′ = . Let 
AS S A ′ = = ) ( ,*
*
ij a  and  BS S B ′ = = ) ( ,*
*
ij b , and let  a S a ′ = = ) ( ,*
*
i a  and  b S b ′ = = ) ( ,*
*
i b . 
Furthermore, let  ε S η
1 − = . Then assuming that the elements of η are independently   76
distributed with zero mean, unit variances and finite third and fourth moments  
) 3 ( 3) (
i i E η μ η =  
and 
) 4 ( 4) (
i i E η μ η = , we have 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( AΣ A ε a Aε ε
* Tr Tr E = = ′ + ′  and  
∑ ∑
= =
+ + − + ′ + = ′ + ′ ′ + ′
N
i
i ii ii i
N
i
ii ii i i b a b a b a Tr Cov
1
) 3 (
,* ,* ,* ,*
1
) 4 (
,* ,* ) ( ] 3 [ ) ( 2 ) , ( η η μ μ Σb a Σ B AΣ ε b Bε ε ε a Aε ε . 
 
Note that when A and B have zero main diagonal elements the last two terms of the 
expression for the covariance drop out. 
 
 
Theorem A.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008)  
Define the  1 × M  vector of quadratic forms  ) ( , , N N r N N r N N ε a ε A ε x ′ + ′ = , where  N r, A , 
M m ,..., 1 = , are real nonstochastic  N N ×  matrices,  N r, a ,  M r ,..., 1 = , are real nonstochastic 
1 × N vectors, and  N ε  is a  1 × N  random vector. Suppose the following assumptions hold: 
Assumption A.1  
The real valued random variables of the array { } 1 , 1 : , ≥ ≤ ≤ N N i N i ε  satisfy  0 ) ( , = N i E ε . 
Furthermore, for each  1 ≥ N , the random variables  N N N , , 1 ,...,ε ε are totally independent.  
Assumption A.2  
For  M r ,..., 1 =  
a) the elements of the array of real numbers  } 1 , , 1 : { , , ≥ ≤ ≤ N N j i a N r ij  satisfy 





N r ij N N j a
1
, , 1 , 1 sup .  











N r i N a N  for some  0 1 > η .  
Assumption A.3  
For  M r ,..., 1 = one of the following two conditions holds:  




, 1 , 1 sup
η
ε N i N N i E  for some  0 2 > η  and  0 , , = N r ii a . 




, 1 , 1 sup
η
ε N i N N i E  for some  0 2 > η  (but possibly  0 , , ≠ N r ii a ).  
 
Denote the expectation of  N x  as  ) ( N N E x μ =  and its variance-covariance matrix as 
) ( N N E
N x x x ′ = Σ , which can be derived using Lemma A.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008). It 
then follows under Assumptions A.1-A.3, and provided that  0 ) ( min
1 > ≥
− c N
N x Σ λ  holds, that 




n N N I μ x Σ x x → −
−  as  ∞ → N .   77
Lemma F1 in Pötscher and Prucha (1997) 
Let N A and  N B be real square random matrices. Let  N B  be non-singular with probability 
approaching 1. Let  0 B A
p
N N → −  as N → ∞ and let the sequences  N B  and 
+
N B  be bounded 
normwise in probability. Then the sequences  N A  and 
+
N A  are bounded normwise in 
probability,  N A  is non-singular with probability approaching 1, and  0 B A
p
N N → −
+ +  as N → ∞.  
 
 
Corollary F4 in Pötscher and Prucha (1997)  
Assume that  N η  and  N ζ  are sequences of random vectors in 
p R and 
q R respectively, and let 
N A  be a sequence of bounded non-random  q p×  matrices. Suppose  ) 1 ( p N N N o + = ζ A η  and 
that  ) , ( ~ Σ μ ζ ζ N
d
N →  with Σ being positive definite. Define  N N N ζ A ξ =  and 
) , ( ~ N N N N N N N A Σ A μ A ζ A ψ ′ = . Let  , ,
ξ η
N N F F and 
ψ
N F  be the cumulative distribution 
functions of  ,   , N N ξ η and  N ψ , respectively. ( ) (x FN
ψ  is the cdf of a normal distribution with 
mean  N Nμ A  and variance-covariance matrix  N N A Σ A ′ .) Assume further that   
0 ) ( inf lim min > ′
∞ → N N N A A λ holds. Then  0 ) ( ) ( → − x F x F N N
ξ η  as N → ∞ (i.e., the difference 
between the cdf of  N η  and   N ξ converges to zero at all continuity points of the cdf of  N ξ ), 
and 0 ) ( ) ( → − x F x F N N
ψ η  as N  →  ∞. (i.e., the difference between the cdf of  N η  and 
N ψ converges to zero at all continuity points of the cdf of  N ψ ).   
 
 
APPENDIX C  
I. Proof of Theorem 1 (Consistency of  N ρ ~ ) 
As a preliminary step, we now give a version of Lemma C.1 and Remark C.2 in Kelejian and 





Suppose the row and the column sums of the real nonstochastic N × N matrices  N A  are 
bounded uniformly in absolute value. Let  N u  be defined by (1c) and let  N u ~   denote a 
predictor for  N u . Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then  
 
(a)  ) 1 (
1 O E N N N N = ′
− u A u  and ) 1 ( ) (
1 o N Var N N N = ′
− u A u , and 
  ) 1 ( ) ( ) ~ ~ (
1 1
p N N N N N N o E N N = ′ − ′
− − u A u u A u .     
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(b)  ) 1 ( , .
1 O E N N N N j = ′
− u A d , P j ,..., 1 = , where  N j, . d  is the j-th column of the  P N × matrix 
N D , and  ) 1 ( ) ( ~ 1 1
p N N N N N N o E N N = ′ − ′
− − u A D u A D . 
 
(c) Furthermore, if Assumption 6 holds, then  
) 1 ( ~ ~ 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N N N N N N o N N N + ′ + ′ = ′
− − Δ α u A u u A u  with  ] ) ( [
1
N N N N N E N u A A D α ′ + ′ =
− .  
In light of (b), we have  ) 1 ( O N = α  and  ) 1 ( ~ ) (
1
p N N N N N o N = − ′ + ′
− α u A A D . 
 
Proof of part (a) 
Let  
 
  N N N N N u A u′ =
−1 ϑ  and  N N N N N u A u ~ ~ ~ 1 ′ =
− ϑ  (C.1)     
 
then given (1c), we have  N N N N N ε B ε′ =








− − ′ + ′ − =
S
m
N m N m N N N
S
m






, , ) )( ( ) )( 2 / 1 ( M I A A M I B ρ ρ .        (C.2) 
 
By Assumption 3 and Remark A.1 in Appendix A, the row and column sums of the matrices 




, 1 1 N N N
N
i N diag σ σ = = Σ , then given 
Assumption 2 it follows that the row and column sums of the matrices  N N N N Σ B Σ B  are 
uniformly bounded in absolute value.  
 
In the following let  ∞ < K  be a common bound for the row and column sums of the absolute 
elements of  N B , N Σ , and  N N N N Σ B Σ B  and of their respective elements. Then, using Lemma 









N j N i N ij N b N E E
11
, , ,








N j N i N ij E b N
11
, , ,








N j N i N ij b N
11
, , ,
1 σ σ      
 
3 K ≤ , 
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 We use the fact that  2 / ) ( N N N N N N N N N N ε A A ε ε A ε ε A ε ′ + ′ = ′ ′ = ′ , which is a quadratic form in 
the symmetric matrix  2 / ) ( N N A A ′ + .   79
where we used Hölder’s inequality in the last step. This proves that  N Eϑ  is O(1). 
 
Now consider  ) ( N Var ϑ , invoking Lemma A.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008): 
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1 1
N N N N N N N N N Cov Var ε B ε ε B ε ′ ′ =
− − ϑ   (C.4) 
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Since the fourth moments of  N i, ε  are uniformly bounded by Assumption 2, it follows that 
both terms converge to zero as N → ∞. This establishes the claims in part (a) of Lemma C.1 
that   0 u A u u A u
p
N N N N N N E N N → ′ − ′
− − ) ( ) (
1 1 . 
 
We now prove the second part of (a), i.e.,  0 ) ( ) ~ ~ (
1 1 p
N N N N N N E N N → ′ − ′
− − u A u u A u . Since 
) 1 ( ) ( p N N o E = − ϑ ϑ , it is sufficient to show that  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −ϑ ϑ . By Assumption 4, we have 
N N N N Δ D u u = − ~ , where  ) ,..., ( ., ., 1 ′ ′ ′ = N N N N d d D . Substituting  N N N N Δ D u u + = ~  into the 
expression for  N ϑ
~
 in (C.5), we obtain 
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ϑ ϑ  (C.5) 
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1
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and 
 
  = N ψ N N N N N N Δ D A D Δ ′ ′
−1 .   (C.7) 
 
By Assumption 3 and Remark A.1, the row and column sums of  N C  are uniformly bounded 
in absolute value. Denote by K  the uniform bound for the row and column sums of the 
matrices  N A  and  N C . We next prove that  ) 1 ( p N o = φ  and  ) 1 ( p N o = ψ .  
 
Proof that  ) 1 ( p N o = φ : 
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Note that  K c
N
i







,    by Assumption. From Remark C.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008), 


























K ≤ .  
Factoring K  out of the sum yields the final expression  
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This holds for  δ + = 2 p  for some  0 > δ  as in Assumption 4 and  1 / 1 / 1 = + q p . The 
innovations  i ε  are independent and have bounded second moments by Assumption 2. It 
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Moreover, it follows from Assumption 4 that ( ) ) 1 (
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− d   
for   δ + = 2 p  and some  0 > δ . Since  0
2 / 1 / 1 →
− p N  as  ∞ → N  it follows that  N φ ) 1 ( p o = . 
 
Similarly, we have 
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Summing up, we have proved that  ) 1 (
~
p N N N N o = + = − ψ φ ϑ ϑ . 
 
Proof of part (b) 
Denote by 
*
,N s ϑ  the s-th element of  N N N N u A D′
−1 . In light of the discussion after Assumption 
3 and given Assumption 4 there exists a constant  ∞ < K such that  K u E N i ≤ ) (
2
,  and 
K d E
p
N ij ≤ ,  with  δ + = 2 p  for some  0 > δ . Without loss of generality we assume that the 
row and column sums of the matrices  N A  are uniformly bounded by  ∞ < K . Notice first that, 
using the Cauchy-Schwarz and  Lyapunov inequalities, we have  
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which shows that indeed  ) 1 ( , .
1 O N E N N N s = ′
− u A d . Of course, the argument also shows that  
 
  ) 1 ( ] ) ( [
1 O E N N N N N N = ′ + ′ =
− u A A D α .  
 
Next, observe that  
 
 
* 1 1 ~
N N N N N N N N N φ + ′ = ′
− − u A D u A D ,                       (C.11) 
 
where  N N N N N N Δ D A D′ =
−1 * φ . It now follows from the demonstration of 
= N φ ) 1 ( ] ) ( [
1
p N N N N N o N = ′ + ′ ′
− u A A D Δ  that also  ) 1 (
*
p N o = φ .  
 
Proof of part (c) 
In light of the proof of part (a) and using  N N N N Δ D u u + = ~ ,  
 
  = ′
−
N N N N u A u ~ ~ 2 / 1 ) ( ) (
2 / 1
N N N N N N N N Δ D u A D Δ u + ′ ′ + ′
−   (C.12) 
  ) 1 ( ] ) ( [
2 / 1 1 2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N N N N N N N o N E N N N + + ′ + ′ ′ + ′ =
− − ψ u A A D Δ u A u ,  
 
where  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N o N = ψ , compare (C.9). 
 
In light of (b) and since  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N O N = ′ Δ  by Assumption 4, we have  
 
  ) 1 ( ~ ~ 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N N N N N N o N N N + ′ + ′ = ′
− − Δ α u A u u A u . (C.13) 
 




In light of Remark A.1, the constant K used in the proof of Lemma C.1, part (a), can be 
chosen such that  A pc c K 2 = , where  p c  and  A c  are the bounds for the row and column sums 
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N m N N M I P ρ  and  N A  respectively. Furthermore, notice that 
N P A N N c c ς ϑ ϑ 2
~
≤ −  with  ) 1 ( p N o = ς . 
 
 
Proof of Theorem 1.  
The objective function of the weighted nonlinear least squares estimator defined by (10) and 






~ ~ ( ) , ( b b N N N N N N R Γ γ Θ Γ γ ρ − ′ − = ω  and    (C.14)   
  ) ( ) ( ) ( b b N N N N N N R Γ γ Θ Γ γ ρ − ′ − = . (C.15) 
 
In general,  0 ) ( ≥ ρ N R  and in light of (8),  0 ) ( = ρ N R  for  N ρ ρ = , i.e., the objective function is 
zero when evaluated at the true parameter value.  
 
Using  N N N b Γ γ = , we obtain  
 
  ) ( ) ( ) ( ρ ρ ρ N N N N R R R = −  (C.16) 
 ) ( ) ( b b b b N N N N N N N Γ Γ Θ Γ Γ − ′ − = . 
 ) ( ) ( b b b b − ′ ′ − = N N N N N Γ Θ Γ  
 
In light of Rao (1973, p. 62) and Mittelhammer (1996, p. 254)  
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 ) ( ) )( ( ) ( min min b b b b − ′ − ′ ≥ N N N N N Θ Γ Γ λ λ  
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for some  0 * > λ  by Assumption 5.  
 
Hence, for every  0 > ε  and every N  we have   
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 Compare (Kelejian and Prucha, 2008, p. 35).   84
 
which proves that the true parameter vector  N ρ  is identifiable unique (compare Lemma 
Lemma 4.1 in Pötscher and Prucha, 1997).  
 




N N N Γ γ Φ − = , then the objective function and its 
nonstochastic counterpart can be written as  
 
 ) , 1 (
~ ~ ~
) , 1 ( ) , ( ′ ′ ′ ′ = b b N N N N R Φ Θ Φ ρ ω  and   (C.19) 
  ) , 1 ( ) , 1 ( ) ( ′ ′ ′ ′ = b b N N N N R Φ Θ Φ ρ . (C.20) 
 
It follows that  
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2
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) ( [1  
~ ~ ~ 4 2 ρ ρ a
S S S
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− +
+ + ′ − ′ ≤ Φ Θ Φ Φ Θ Φ . 
 
As can be seen from the right-hand side of (11), the elements of  ] , [ N N N Γ γ Φ − =  are all of the 
form ) (
1
N N N E N u A u′
−  and  ) ~ ~ (
1
N N N N u A u′
− , where the row and column sums of the matrices 
N A  are bounded uniformly in absolute value (see Remark A.1). It now follows from Lemma 
C.1 that  0 Φ Φ
p
N N → −
~
 as N → ∞, and that the elements of  N Φ  and  N Φ
~
 are  ) 1 ( O  and  ) 1 ( p O  
respectively. The analogous properties are seen to hold for  N Θ  and  N Θ
~
, i.e., the elements of 
N Θ  and  N Θ
~
 are  ) 1 ( O  and  ) 1 ( p O  respectively and  0 Θ Θ
p
N N → −
~
 by Assumption A.5. It 
follows from the above inequality that  ) ( ) , ( ρ ρ N N R R − ω  converges to zero uniformly over 
the optimization space 
ρ ρ a ρ a ≤ ≤ − , i.e.,    
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+ + ′ − ′ ≤
ρ ρ Φ Θ Φ Φ Θ Φ  as N → ∞,  
 
The consistency of  ) ~ ,..., ~ ( ~
, , 1 ′ = N S N N ρ ρ ρ  now follows directly from Lemma 3.1 in Pötscher and 
Prucha (1997).   85
II. Proof of Theorem 2 (Asymptotic Normality of  N ρ ~ ) 
The limiting distribution of the GM estimator of  N ρ will be seen to depend on (the inverse of) 
N N N J Θ J′  and the variance-covariance matrix of the vector of quadratic forms  N v  as defined 
by (12).  
 
We first consider  N J , the  S S × 2  matrix of derivatives of the  1 2 × S  vector of moment 
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,  S i 2 ,..., 1 = ,  S s ,..., 1 = , 
 
where  N i., γ  and  N i., Γ  denote the i-th row of  N γ  and  N Γ . 
 





∂ ) ( N  (and ignoring the negative sign), we have  
 





= ) ( ,    (C.24) 
 
where  N B  is a   S S S S × − + ] 2 / ) 1 ( 2 [  matrix, which is defined as follows:  
 




  S N I = 1 B ,   (C.26) 
  ) 2 ( , 1 2 N s
S
s N diag ρ = = B , (C.27) 
 
and  ) ,..., ( , 1 , 3 , 1 , 3 3 ′ ′ ′ = − N S N N B B B  is an  S S S × − 2 / ) 1 (  matrix, consisting of  ) 1 ( − S  vertically 
arranged blocks  N m, , 3 B ,  ) 1 ( ,..., 1 − = S m , which have the following structure:  
 
  ) , , ( , , , , , 3 N m N m N m N m E d C B = , where  (C.28) 
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N m, C  is a  ) 1 ( ) ( − × − m m S  matrix of zeros
19
 ,  N m, d  is a  1 ) ( × −m S  vector, defined as 
) ,..., ( 1 , S m N m ρ ρ + = d , and  m S m N m − = I ρ , E . 
 
For later reference, note that  N B  has full column rank (S); as a consequence, the  S S × matrix 
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where the  N N ×  matrices  N s, 1 C  and  N s, 2 C ,  S s ,..., 1 =  are defined as follows:  
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) )( )( ( 2 / 1
1
, , , 2 , 2
1
, , , 2 ∑ ∑
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− ′ + ′ − =
S
m
N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N N s M I A A M I C ρ ρ . (C.31) 
 
By the properties of  N s, M  and in light of Remark A.1 in Appendix A, the row and column 
sums of the matrices  N s, 1 C  and  N s, 2 C ,  S s ,..., 1 = , are uniformly bounded in absolute value.  
 
In Theorem 1 we showed that the GM estimator  N ρ ~  defined by (9) is consistent. It follows 
that – apart from a set of the sample space whose probability tends to zero – the estimator 
satisfies the following first-order condition: 
 
0 Δ ρ q Θ
ρ
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which is a  1 × S  vector, each row s corresponding the partial derivative of the criterion 
function with respect to  s ρ .
20
  
                                                 
19
 I.e., there is no block  N , 1 C  in the first line.  
20
 The leading two and the negative sign are ignored without further consequences for the 
proof.    87
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where  N ρ  is some between value, into the first-order condition yields 
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 and consider the two  S S ×  matrices  
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N N N N N N B B Γ Θ Γ Ξ ′ ′ = , (C.36) 
 
where  N B
~
 and  N B  correspond to  N B  as defined above with  N ρ ~  and  N ρ  substituted for 
N ρ . Notice that  N Ξ  is positive definite, since  N Γ  and  N Θ  are positive definite by assumption 
and the  S S S S × − + ] 2 / ) 1 ( 2 [  matrix  N B  has full column rank.  
 
In the proof of Theorem 1 (and Lemma C.1) we have demonstrated that  0 Γ Γ
p
N N → −
~
 and 
that the elements of  N Γ  and  N Γ
~
 are  ) 1 ( O  and  ) 1 ( p O , respectively. By Assumption 5 we have 
) 1 (
~
p N N o = −Θ Θ  and also that the elements of  N Θ  and  N Θ
~
 are  ) 1 ( O  and  ) 1 ( p O . Since  N ρ ~  
and  N ρ  (and thus also  N B
~
 and  N B ) are consistent and bounded in probability, it follows that 
0 Ξ Ξ
p
N N → −
~
 as N  →  ∞ and furthermore  ) 1 (
~
p N O = Ξ  and  ) 1 ( O N = Ξ . Moreover,  N Ξ  is 
positive definite and thus invertible, and its inverse 
1 −






 as the generalized inverse of  N Ξ
~
. It then follows as a special case of Lemma F1 in 
Pötscher and Prucha (1997)
 
 (see Appendix B) that  N Ξ
~
 is non-singular with probability 




 is  ) 1 ( p O , and that  0 Ξ Ξ
p
N N → −
− + 1 ~
 as  ∞ → N . 
 




 we obtain, after rearranging terms,      
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) ~ ( )
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∂
− − − = −
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In light of the discussion above the first term on the right-hand side is zero on ω-sets of 
probability approaching 1 (compare Pötscher and Prucha, 1997, p. 228ff.). This yields 
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Next observe that 
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We next consider the distribution of the vector  ) , (
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N N N N Δ ρ q . In light of (C.29) and 
Lemma C.1 the elements of  ) , (
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N N N N Δ ρ q  can be expressed as  
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, 2 N N s N N s E N u C D α ′ =
− .   (C.42) 
  
Furthermore, Lemma C.1 implies that the elements of  N s, 1 α  and  N s, 2 α  are uniformly bounded 
in absolute value for  S s ,..., 1 = .  
 
Using the definition of  N s, 1 C  and  N s, 2 C  and utilizing  N
M
m
N m N m N N ε M I u
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ − = ρ , as well as 
Assumption 7, we have 
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  N s N N s , 1 , 1 α T a =  and  N s N N s , 2 , 2 α T a = . (C.44) 
 
Observe that the elements of  N s, 1 a  and  N s, 2 a  are uniformly bounded in absolute value for 
S s ,..., 1 =  (by Assumption 7 and Lemma C.1). We define the  1 2 × S vector  
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The  S S 2 2 ×  (limiting) variance-covariance matrix of  N v  takes the following form:  
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, , , 1 ,
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v v v v
v v v v
,  S q p ,..., 1 , = . (C.46) 
 
The elements of  N Ψ  are defined in main text after (14). To derive the asymptotic distribution 
of  N v  we invoke the central limit theorem for vectors of linear quadratic forms given by 
Kelejian and Prucha (2008, Theorem A.1; see Appendix B). In light of Assumptions 1, 2 and 
7 (and Lemma C.1), the innovations  N ε , the matrices  ) ( , 1 , 1 N s N s A A ′ +  and  ) ( , 2 , 2 N s N s A A ′ + , 
and the vectors  N s, 1 a  and  N s, 2 a ,  S s ,..., 1 = , satisfy the assumptions of Theorem A.1 in 
Kelejian and Prucha (2008), such that    90
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d
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− − − − , (C.47) 
 




* > = =
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N N v N N N
N Ψ Ψ Σ λ λ λ  as required in Theorem A.1. 
 
Since the row and column sums of the matrices  N s, 1 A  and  N s, 2 A  are uniformly bounded in 
absolute value, and the elements of the vectors  N s, 1 a  and  N s, 2 a  and the variances are 
uniformly bounded in absolute value, it follows in light of (15a) that the elements of  N Ψ  and 
also those of 
2 / 1
N Ψ  are uniformly bounded in absolute value.  
 
It now follows from (C.38) and (C.39) and (C.43) that  
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Since all nonstochastic terms on the right hand side from (C.48) are  ) 1 ( O  it follows that 
) ~ (
2 / 1
N N N ρ ρ −  is  ) 1 ( p O . To derive the asymptotic distribution of  ) ~ (
2 / 1
N N N ρ ρ − , we invoke 
(part of) Corollary F4 (together with the Assumptions stated in Corollary F3) in Pötscher and 
Prucha (1997) (see Appendix B). In the present context we have  
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As a final point we demonstrate that  0 ) ( inf lim min > ′ ∞ → N N N A A λ  as required in Corollary F4 
in Pötscher and Prucha (1997). Observe that  
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since the matrices involved are all positive definite. 
 
Hence, the expectation of  ) ~ (
2 / 1
N N N ρ ρ −  is zero and its limiting variance-covariance matrix is 
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− − ′ ′ ′ = N N N N N N N N N N N N J Θ J J Θ Ψ Θ J J Θ J Θ Ω
N ρ , (C.50) 
 
where 
N ρ Ω~  is positive definite.       91
III. Proof of Theorem 3 (Variance-Covariance Estimation) 
As part of proving Theorem 3 it has to be shown that  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − Ψ Ψ . Observe that in light 
of (15),  N Ψ
~
and  N Ψ  are made of up 
2 S  blocks of dimension  2 2× ,  N pq,
~ ψ  and  N pq, ψ , whose 









































N pq ψ N q N N N N N N p N , 1 , 1
1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ α P F Σ F P α ′ ′ ′
− , (C.52) 
,* 11
















σ σ , where ) )( ( , 1 , , 1 , , 1 , , 1 , , 1 , 1 , N q ji N q ij N p ji N p ij N q p ij a a a a a + + = , (C.53) 
=
* ,* 11
,N pq ψ N q N N N N N N p N , 1 , 1
1 α P F Σ F P α ′ ′ ′ =
−  (C.54) 
 
Analogous definitions apply to the other three elements 
12
,N pq ψ ,
21
,N pq ψ , and 
22
,N pq ψ . In the 
subsequent proof, we consider element 
11
,N pq ψ , but it is readily observed that the same 
reasoning applies to 
12
,N pq ψ ,
21
,N pq ψ , and 
22
,N pq ψ  as well.  
 
Two Lemmata (C.3 and C.4) will be used to show that  ) 1 ( ~ ,* 11
,
,* 11
, p N pq N pq o = −ψ ψ . Two Lemmata 
(C.5 and C.6) will be used to show that  ) 1 ( ~ * ,* 11
,
* ,* 11






Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Let 
2 2 1
N N N N N σ A σ ′ = Λ
−  and 
2 2 1
N N N N N ε A ε ′ = Λ











2 ′ = N N N N ε ε ε  and where the  N N × matrices  N A  are real, 
nonstochastic, and symmetric. Suppose further that the diagonal elements of the matrices  N A  
are zero and that their row and column sums are uniformly bounded in absolute value. Then 
) 1 ( O E N N = Λ = Λ  and  ) 1 ( ) ( o Var N = Λ , and hence  0
p
N N → Λ − Λ  as  ∞ → N , and 
) 1 ( p N O = Λ . 
 
Lemma C.3 as used here is exactly equal to Lemma C.3 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008, p. 40) 
in the first-order case, where the reader is referred to for a proof.  
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N N m N m N N
1






N N m m N N
1
,
~ ) ~ ( ~ u M I ε ρ  with  N N N N Δ D u u + = ~  and  ) ,..., ( ., ., 1 ′ ′ ′ = N N N N d d D , and where the 
1 × S  vector  N ρ ~  can be any estimator that satisfies  ) 1 ( ) ~ (
2 / 1
p N N O N = −ρ ρ . Define 
) ~ ( ) ~ ( Λ
~ 2 2 1
N N N N N ε A ε ′ =
− ,  ) ( ) ( Λ
2 2 1
N N N N N ε A ε ′ =










2 ′ = N N N N ε ε ε , and where the  N N ×  matrices  N A  are real, nonstochastic, and 
symmetric. Suppose further that the diagonal elements of the matrices  N A  are zero and that 
their row and column sums are uniformly bounded in absolute value, and that 
∞ < ≤ d N ij K Ed
4
, . Then,  0 Λ Λ
~ p
N N → −  as  ∞ → N , and  ) 1 (
~
p N O = Λ . 
 
Proof. 
Observe that  
 













N j N i
N
i
N j N i
N
j
N ij N N a N ε ε ε ε − = − ∑∑
==
− , (C.55) 
 
which can be written as  N N N N N , 3 , 2 , 1
~



















N ij N a N ε ε ε ϕ − = ∑∑
==
− , (C.56) 











, 2 N j
N
i
N j N i
N
j
N ij N a N ε ε ε ϕ − = ∑∑
==
− ,   (C.57) 



















N ij N a N ε ε ε ε ϕ − − = ∑∑
==
− .   (C.58) 
 
We next show that  N , 1 ϕ ,  N , 2 ϕ , and  N , 3 ϕ  are all  ) 1 ( p o . Observe that 
 




, , ∑ ∑
= =
+ − = − =
S
m
N N N N m N m N
S
m
N N m N m N N Δ D u M I u M I ε ρ ρ     (C.59) 
 ) ]( ) ~ ( [
1
, , , , N N N
S
m
N m N m N m N m N Δ D u M I + − + − = ∑
=






N m N m N m N N m N m N u M u M I ∑∑
==
− − − =
11
, , , , , ] ) ~ ( [ ) ( ρ ρ ρ  
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N m N m N m N N N m N m N Δ D M Δ D M I ∑∑
==
− − − +
11
, , , , , ] ) ~ ( [ ) ( ρ ρ ρ  
  N N η ε + = ,  
 
where      
  
















, , , , , , , ] ) ( ) ~ ( [ ) ( ε M I M Δ D M I η ρ ρ ρ ρ  
   N N
S
m




, , , ] ) ~ ( [ ρ ρ . (C.60) 
 
This can also be written as 
 




 ] , , [ , 3 , 2 , 1 N N N N R R R R =  with 





N N m N m N
1
, , , ) ( D M I ρ  






, , 1 , 2 N
S
m
N m N m N N S N
S
m




= ∑ ∑ − − = ρ ρ , 






















) ~ ( g . 
 
In light of Assumption 3 and since the elements of  ) ,..., ( ., ., 1 ′ ′ ′ = N N N N d d D  and  N ε  have 
bounded fourth moments, each column of the matrix  N R  is of the form  N N N ξ Π π + , where 
the elements of the  1 × N  vector  N π  are uniformly bounded in absolute value by some finite 
constant, the row and column sums of the  N N ×  matrix  N Π  are uniformly bounded in 
absolute value by some finite constant, and the fourth moments of the elements of  N ξ  are 
bounded by some finite constant. It follows that the fourth moments of the elements of  N R  
are also bounded by some finite constant by Lemma C.2 in Kelejian and Prucha, 2008 (see 
also Remark A.1 in Appendix A). As a consequence,  
 
  N N N g R η ≤ ,   (C.62) 
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or for the i-th element of the  1 × N vector  N η : 
 
  N i N N i N N N i N i , ., ., ,       β α η = = ≤ r r g g ,   (C.63) 
 
where  N i., r  denotes the i-th row of  N R , and      N N g = α  and  N i N i ., ,   r = β  with  ∞ < ≤ β β K E N i ) (
4
, .  
Without loss of generality we can select  β K  such that  β
γ β K E N i ≤ ) ( , for 4 ≤ γ .  
 
Note that  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N O N = α . Given Assumption 2, we have  ∞ < ≤ ε
γ
ε K E N i, ,  η γ + ≤ 4  (for 
some 0 > η ) and some  ε K . By the Assumption of Lemma C.4, the row and column sums of 





N ij K a
1
, . In the following let 
) , , , 1 max( a K K K K ε β = . In light of Remark C.1 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) (see Appendix 





















, ) 2 ( ) ( ~
i N i N i N i N i i N i N i N i N i ε η η ε ε ε η ε ε ε − + + = − + = −  (C.64) 
 
2
, , , 2 N i N i N i η η ε + =  
 
2
, , , 2 N i N i N i η η ε + ≤     
 
2





, , 2 N i N N i N i N β α ε β α + ≤  .        
 



















N ij N a N ε ε ε ϕ − = ∑∑
==











1 ) ~ (   N j
N
i
N i N i
N
j
N ij a N ε ε ε ∑∑
==











1 ) 2 (   N j
N
i
N i N N i N i N
N
j
N ij a N ε β α ε β α ∑∑
==















N ij N i N N i N i N a N ε β α ε β α ∑∑
==
− + =   













N i N N j
N
j

































N i N i N N N N N KN
1
, ,
1 2 / 1 2 / 1 ) 4 /( 2 *
, 1   ) ( 2 ε β ζ α δ
















1 2 / 1 1 ) 4 /( 2 * *
, 1   ) ( β ζ α δ
η , (C.67) 
 
where 




















N j N N . 
 












N j O N = ∑
=
+ − η
ε  and also  ) 1 ( p N O = ζ . 
Moreover,  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N O N = α . 
 









2 / 1 2
,
2 / 1 2







N i N i O N = ∑
=
− ε β . 
Since  K E N i ≤ ) (
2







N i O N = ∑
=
− β . Finally,  ) 1 (
2 / 1 ) 4 /( 2 o N =
− +η   and 
) 1 (
1 ) 4 /( 2 o N =




, 1 p N N o = =δ δ  and thus  ) 1 ( , 1 p N o = ϕ . 
 
Because of symmetry  ) 1 ( , 1 p N o = ϕ  implies that  ) 1 ( , 2 p N o = ϕ . 
 
Now consider  N , 3 ϕ : 
 



















N ij N a N ε ε ε ε ϕ − − = ∑∑
==
−  (C.68) 





N ij N i N i N a N , ,
11
, , ,
1 2   4 ε β ε β α ∑∑
==































































N i N i N N N N N KN
1
, ,
1 2 2 / 1 2 / 1 *






N i N i N N N N N K N
1
, ,
1 3 2 / 1 1 * *
















1 4 2 / 1 2 / 3 * * *






































N j N N β ζ .    
 





2 / 1 4
,















N j N j O N = ∑
=
− ε β  
and also  ) 1 ( p N O = ζ . Then  K E N j ≤ ) (
4

















− β  and also 
) 1 ( p N O = ζ .   
 





2 / 1 2
,
2 / 1 2







N j N j O N = ∑
=
− ε β . We also  
have that  K E N j ≤ ) (
2








N j O N = ∑
=
− β  and  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N O N = α . 
 
Since ) 1 ( o N =






, 3 p N N N o = = = δ δ δ   and thus 






Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold. Let  N
S
m












− = ρ  with  N N N N Δ D u u = ~  and  ) ,..., ( ., ., 1 ′ ′ ′ = N N N N d d D , and where the 
1 × S  vector  N ρ ~  can be any estimator that satisfies  ) 1 ( ) ~ ( p N N o = −ρ ρ . Let  N a  and  N b be 
1 × N  vectors, whose elements are uniformly bounded in absolute value by  ∞ < c  and let 
) (
2
,..., 1 i N i N diag σ = = Σ  and  ) ~ (
~ 2
,..., 1 i N i N diag ε = = Σ . Then:  
(a) ) 1 (
~ 1 1
p N N N N N N o N N = ′ − ′
− − b Σ a b Σ a  and  ) 1 (
1 O N N N N = ′
− b Σ a . 
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(b) There exist random variables  N ς  that do not depend on  N a  and  N b  such that 
) 1 )( (
~ 1 1
N N N N N N N c K N N ς + ≤ ′ − ′
− − b Σ a b Σ a  
with ) 1 ( p N o = ς  and where  ∞ < ) (c K  is a constant that depends monotonically on c (as well 
as on some other bounds maintained in the assumptions).  
 
Proof. 
Let  N N N N N b Σ a
~ ~ 1 ′ =
− τ ,  N N N N N b Σ a′ =
−1 τ , and  N N N N N b Σ a′ =
−1 τ , where 
) (
2
, ,..., 1 N i N i N diag ε = = Σ . It follows from the triangle inequality that 
 
  N N τ τ − ~
N N N N τ τ τ τ − + − ≤ ~ . (C.72) 
 
By the weak law of large numbers for i.d. variables (see, e.g., White, 2001, p. 35), observing 
that the fourth moments of  i ε are uniformly bounded by Assumption 2, we have   
 
  = − N N τ τ N N N N N N N N N N N N b Σ Σ a b Σ a b Σ a ) ( ) (
1 1 − ′ = ′ − ′
− −  (C.73) 











N i N i N i N i o b a N = − = ∑
=
− σ ε . 
 




− − − − =
N
i











, 1   ) (   σ ε σ ε ζ  (C.74) 
 
and  * c  be such that  *
2
, c N i ≤ σ .  
 














N i N i N i N i N o E N = − − − = ∑
=




− − = −
N
i







1 ) ( σ ε τ τ  (C.75) 















N i N i N i N i
N
i


























− ζ ζ ζ .  
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Next rewrite 
 
  N i
N
i
N i N i N i
N
i












− − = = ′ = b Σ a  (C.76) 
  N N N N ε C ε ~ ~ 1 ′ =
− ,  
 
where ) ( , , ,..., 1 N i N i N i N b a diag = = C  and  N N N N N ε C ε′ =









− = ρ , we have 
 
   N
S
m
N m N m N N
S
m





1 1 ∑ ∑
= =






N l N N m N l N m N N
S
m
N N m N m N N N N N u M C M u u C M u u C u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~
11













⎛ ′ ′ − ′ = ∑∑ ∑
== =




  N N N N N ε C ε′ =
−1 τ    (C.78) 





N m N l N m N N
S
m


















1 2 ρ ρ ρ . 
 
By the properties of the matrices  N C  and  N m, M ,  S m ,..., 1 =  and in light of Remark A.1 these 
are all quadratic forms in matrices whose row and column sums are uniformly bounded in 
absolute value by some constants that depend monotonically on c as well as on other bounds 
maintained in the assumptions. 
 
Using the triangle inequality, it follows that  
 
N N N N N N N N N N u C u u C u ′ − ′ ≤ −
− − 1 1 ~ ~ ~ τ τ    (C.79) 
  ) ~ ~ )( ~ ( 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
1
N N N N N N N N N N N u C M u u C M u ′ ′ − ′ ′ − +
− ρ ρ  + ….   






N N S N N N N N S N N N N N N u M C M u u M C M u ′ ′ − ′ ′ − +
− ρ ρ  + … 
  ) ~ ~ )( ~ ~ ( , , 1 , , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 1
1
N N S N N N N N S N N N N N N N N u M C M u u M C M u ′ ′ − ′ ′ − +
− ρ ρ ρ ρ + … 
N N N N N N N N u C u u C u ′ − ′ ≤
− − 1 1 ~ ~  +  
) ~ ~ ( 2   ~
, 1 , 1
1
, 1 , 1 N N N N N N N N N N N u C M u u C M u ′ ′ − ′ ′ − +
− ρ ρ  + ….   
  ) ~ ~ (   ~




, 1 N N S N N N N N S N N N N N N u M C M u u M C M u ′ ′ − ′ ′ − +
− ρ ρ  + …   99
  ) ~ ~ (   ~ ~
, , 1 , , 1
1
, 2 , 1 , 2 , 1 N N S N N N N N S N N N N N N N N u M C M u u M C M u ′ ′ − ′ ′ − +
− ρ ρ ρ ρ + … 
 
Then Remark C.2 in Kelejian and Prucha (2008) (see Appendix C in the present paper for the 
higher-order case) can be applied, observing that  ) 1 ( ) ~ ( , , p N s N s o ρ ρ = − ,  S s ,..., 1 = . Factoring 
out the  ) 1 ( p o  terms, we obtain  
 
  N N N c k , 2 ) ( ~ ζ τ τ ≤ − ,   (C.80) 
 
where ) 1 ( , 2 p N o = ζ  and does not depend on  N a  and  N b  and the constant  ) (c k  depends 
monotonically on c and other bounds maintained in the assumptions. 
 
The first claim of part (a) of Lemma C.5 now follows from (C.73) and (C.80). The second 
claim follows from  
 















1 1 c c b a N b a N N
N
i
N i N i N i
N
i
N i N i N i N N N N σ σ τ b Σ a . (C.81) 
 
Part (b) of the Lemma follows from (C.72), (C.75), and (C.80), noting that  N , 1 ζ ,  N , 2 ζ  are 
nonnegative: 
 
  ≤ − N N τ τ ~
N c k c c c ς )] ( 2 [ *











N m N ρ , and that the row 
and column sums of  N m, M ,  S m ,..., 1 =  are uniformly bounded in absolute value by 1 and 
some finite constant respectively. Let  N
S
m












− = ρ  with  N N N N Δ D u u = ~  and  ) ,..., ( ., ., 1 ′ ′ ′ = N N N N d d D . The  1 × S  vector 








N m N m N N M I F ρ , N
S
m





− = ρ  or  N
S
m
N m N m N N H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−




N m N m N N H M I F
+
= ∑ − = ) ~ (
~
1
, , ρ , where  N H  is an  * P N ×  matrix whose elements are uniformly 
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bounded in absolute value by some constant  ∞ < c , let  ) (
2
,..., 1 i N i N diag σ = = Σ  and 
) ~ (
~ 2
,..., 1 i N i N diag ε = = Σ . Then,   ) 1 (
~ ~ ~ 1 1
p N N N N N N o N N = ′ − ′
− − F Σ F F Σ F  and  ) 1 (
1 O N N N N = ′
− F Σ F . 
 
Proof. 




N m N m N N H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ − = ρ  and  N
S
m
N m N m N N H M I F
+
= ∑ − = ) ~ (
~
1
, , ρ ; it is readily observed from 
the proof that this also covers the case where  N
S
m













− = ρ .  
 
Under the maintained assumptions there exists a  * ρ  with  1 sup *
1





N m . It follows 
immediately by the properties of the matrices  N m, M  that the row and column sums of 
N m, *M ρ ,  S m ,..., 1 =  are uniformly bounded in absolute value by 1 and some finite constant 




, . * h M ρ  are also 
uniformly bounded in absolute value by c. 
 
Denote the (r,s)-th element of  the difference  N N N N N N N N F Σ F F Σ F





( , . , . , . , .
1
N s N N r N s N N r N N f Σ f f Σ f ′ − ′ =
− ν ,  P s r ,..., 1 , = , (C.83) 
 















( , . , . , . , .
1
, 1 N s N s N N N r N r N N f f Σ Σ f f − − ′ − =
− ν  (C.84) 






( f Σ Σ f f − ′ − =





( , . , . , .
1
, 3 N s N s N N N r N N f f Σ Σ f − − ′ =
− ν  




( f Σ Σ f − ′ =





( , . , . , . , .
1
, 5 N s N s N N r N r N N f f Σ f f − ′ − =
− ν  




( f Σ f f ′ − =
− ν  
 )
~
( , . , . , .
1
, 7 N s N s N N r N N f f Σ f − ′ =
− ν . 
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Next note that  N s
S
m
N m N m N N s , .
1
1
, , , . ) ( h M I f
−
= ∑ − = ρ  and thus  
 
  N s
S
m
N m N m N
S
m





, , , . , . ] ) ( ) ~ [(
~




= ∑ ∑ − − − = − ρ ρ  (C.85) 
 
We next demonstrate that  ) 1 (
~
, . , . p N s N s o = −f f  by showing that each summand  ) 1 ( , p N i o = ν , 
7 ,..., 1 = i . 
 
To do so we invoke the following theorem (see, e.g., Resnik, 1999, p. 171): Let 
1 , , ( ≥ N X X N ) be real valued random variables. Then,  X X
p
N →  if and only if each 
subsequence  a N X  contains a further subsequence  a N X ′  that converges almost surely to X .  
 
As we show below we will be confronted with terms of the form:  
 











k l l k
N p N p N , . , . *
1
, . , . *
1 ) , ( ~
h M Σ M h h M Σ M h ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ = ℵ
+ −
′




N M  is a matrix, whose row and column sums are uniformly bounded in absolute value 
by some constant 
M c . It follows that the absolute values of the elements of the vector 
N s
k




, . * h M ρ ) are uniformly bounded in absolute value by some 
finite constant  c c c = *  (and  c c c
k
* * * ρ = ). (See Remark A.1 in Appendix A.) 
 




N o = ℵ  and that there exist random 




N c K ς + ≤ ℵ . 
 
Now, let the index a N  denote some subsequence. In light of the aforementioned equivalence, 
there exists a subsequence of this subsequence ( a N ′) such that for events  A ∈ ω , with 
0 ) ( =
C A P , it holds that  
 
  0
) , ( → ℵ ′
l k
Na ,  0 → ′ a N ς ,  0 ~
, , → − ′ ′ a a N m N m ρ ρ ,  S m ,..., 1 =     (C.87) 
 
and that for some  ω N Na ≥ ′ ,  1 ) ( ≤ ′ ω ς
a N , and thus  
 
  ) ( 2 ) 1 )( ( ) ( *
) , ( c K c K
a a N
l k
N ≤ + ≤ ℵ ′ ′ ς ω ,   (C.88) 
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N m p ρ
a
1














N m N ρ
. (C.89) 
 







N m a ω ρ , it follows from Horn and 
Johnson (1985, p. 301) that 
+
=





N m N m N a a M I ω ρ  is invertible and that  
 
 
a a a a a a a N s
S
m
N m N m N
S
m












, , , . , . ] ) ( ) ) ( ~ [(
~
h M I M I f f ρ ω ρ  (C.90) 
 




N m N m
l S
m






























, , ) ( ~ h M M ρ ω ρ . 
 
Substituting into the expression for 








( , . , . , . , .
1
, 1 a a a a a a a N s N s N N N r N r a N N ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
−
′ − − ′ − ′ = f f Σ Σ f f ν  (C.91) 
a a a a a a a
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N m N m
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m




N m N m
l S
m
N m N m N r a a a a a a a a a a a a N h M M Σ M M h ρ ρ ρ ρ






































































N m N m
k S
m




N m N m
l S
m
N m N m N r a a a a a a a a a a a a N h M M Σ M M h ρ ρ ρ ρ
 
A single element with index (k,l) of this infinite double sum over k and l is given by  
 
a a a a a a a a a a a N s
k S
m
N m N m
k S
m
N m N m N
l S
m
N m N m
l S
m


























































, , , .
1 ~ ~ ~ h M M Σ M M h ρ ρ ρ ρ
a a a a a a a a a a a N s
k S
m
N m N m
k S
m
N m N m N
l S
m
N m N m
l S
m


























































, , , .
1 ~ ~ h M M Σ M M h ρ ρ ρ ρ . 
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Next note that for any valued of 
a N′ ρ  and any  ) ( ~ ω







whose row and column sums are uniformly bounded in absolute value, such that:  
 





























~ ~ M M ρ ρ . (C.93) 
 
a N′ M  and 










































, ) ( ~ ρ ω ρ . (C.94) 
 
























, ρ , there exists a matrix 


















































































a N′ M  into the expression for 
a N′ , 1 ν , we obtain  
     (C.127) 























































































N m N r a N a a a a a a a a a a N h M Σ M h ρ ω ρ ρ ω ρ ν




















































































N m N r a a a a a a a a a a N h M Σ M h ρ ω ρ ρ ω ρ .  
 













N N a a X ν ,   (C.96) 
 
where 
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k l l k
N p N p N ′ ′ ′ ′
+ −
′ ′ ′ ′ ′
+ −
′ ′ ′ − ′ ′ ′ = ℵ , . , . *
1
, . , . *
1 ) , ( ~
h M Σ M h h M Σ M h . (C.98) 
 
Note that  0
) , ( → ′
l k
Na a  in light of the aforementioned results. It follows that  0
) , ( → ′
l k




































































′  (C.99) 
  


































for  ω N N ≥ ,  ) ( 2 ) (
) , ( c K
l k
Na ≤ ℵ ′ ω , such that we have  
 
 
k l k l
k l l k


























Hence, there exists a dominating function 
) , ( k l B  for all values of k,l. Moreover, since 
1
*








 by construction, we also have that  
 

















k l B B  ,   (C.101) 
 
i.e., the dominating function is integrable (summable). 
 
It follows from dominated convergence that  
 
  = ′ ∞ → ′ a a N N , 1 lim ν 0 . (C.102) 
 
The same holds for the 
a N i ′ , ν , 7 ,..., 2 = i . It follows that  0 , → ′ a N i ν  as  a N′  and in light of Resnik 
(1999, p. 171)  that  ) 1 ( p N o → ν .  
 
Thus, ) 1 (
~ ~ ~ 1 1
p N N N N N N o N N = ′ − ′
− − F Σ F F Σ F . That  ) 1 (
1 O N N N N = ′
− F Σ F  follows from the 





N m m N
1
1
, ) ( M I ρ and the elements 
of  N Σ  and  N H .   105
Proof of Theorem 3. 
To show that  ) 1 (
~
~ ~ p o
N N = − ρ ρ Ω Ω , we first prove that   ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − Ψ Ψ , using the expressions 
for  N Ψ
~
 and  N Ψ  as given by (C.51)–(C.54). By assumption the row and columns sums of the 
matrices  N s, 1 A  and  N s, 2 A ,  S s ,..., 1 = , are uniformly bounded in absolute value, and hence so 
are the row and column sums of the matrices   ) ( , 1 , 1 N s N s A A ′ +  and  ) ( , 2 , 2 N s N s A A ′ +  as well as 
products of them (see Remark A.1 in Appendix A). It follows from Lemma C.3 and C.4 that 
) 1 ( ~ ,* 11
,
,* 11
, p N pq N pq o = −ψ ψ ,  ) 1 (
,* 11
, O N pq = ψ ,  ) 1 ( ~ ,* 11
, p N pq O = ψ . It is readily observed that the same holds 
true for  ) 1 ( ~ ,* 21








N pq ψ . 
 
Next observe that the row and columns sums of the matrices  
 
) )( )( (
1
, , , 1 , 1
1
, , ∑ ∑
= =
− ′ + ′ −
S
m
N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N M I A A M I ρ ρ  and   (C.103) 
) )( )( (
1
, , , 2 , 2
1
, , ∑ ∑
= =
− ′ + ′ −
S
m
N m N m N N s N s
S
m
N m N m N M I A A M I ρ ρ  (C.104) 
 
are bounded uniformly in absolute value. It follows from Lemma C.1 that  ) 1 ( ~
, 1 , 1 p N s N s o = −α α  
and  ) 1 ( , 2 , 2 p N s N s o = −α α ,  ) 1 ( , 1 O N s = α ,  ) 1 ( , 2 O N s = α , and thus  ) 1 ( ~
, 1 p N s O = α , and 
) 1 ( ~
, 2 p N s O = α .  
 
By assumption  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − P P , ) 1 ( O N = P , and  ) 1 (
~
p N O = P . By Lemma C.6 we have 
) 1 (
~ ~ ~ 1 1
p N N N N N N o N N = ′ − ′
− − F Σ F F Σ F , ) 1 (
1 O N N N N = ′
− F Σ F , and  ) 1 (
~ ~ ~ 1
p N N N O N = ′
− F Σ F . It follows 
that  ) 1 ( ~ * ,* 11
,
* ,* 11
, p N pq N pq o = −ψ ψ ,  ) 1 (
* ,* 11
, O N pq = ψ ,  ) 1 ( ~ * ,* 11
, p N pq O = ψ . It is readily observed that the same 












N pq ψ . Hence,  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − Ψ Ψ , ) 1 ( O N = Ψ , and  ) 1 (
~
p N O = Ψ .  
 
By Assumption 5, we have  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −Θ Θ , ) 1 ( O N = Θ  and  ) 1 (
~
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  N N N N N N N N B B
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Γ Θ Γ J Θ J Ξ ′ ′ = ′ = .
25
   (C.106) 
                                                 
25
 There is a slight discrepancy to the definition of  N Ξ
~
 in Theorem 2: Here  N B
~
 is used rather 
than  N B , which does not affect the proof, however, noting that both  N ρ ~  and  N ρ  are 
consistent.   106
 
In Theorem 2, we showed that  ) 1 (
~
p N O = J , ) 1 ( O N = J , and  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − J J  and that 
) 1 (
~
p N O =
+ Ξ ,  ) 1 (
1
p N O =
− Ξ  and that  ) 1 (
~ 1
p N N o = −
− + Ξ Ξ . It now follows that  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −Ω Ω .  
 
 
IV. Proof of Theorem 4 (Joint Distribution of  N ρ ~  and Other Model Parameters) 
The subsequent proof will focus on the case  N
S
m
N m N m N N ρ H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ ′ − = , since this covers 
also the case where  N
S
m




′ − = . The first line in (26) holds in light of 
Assumption 7 and Theorem 2 .We next prove that  ) , 0 (
2 , * S P
d
N o N
+ → I ξ  by verifying that the 
assumptions of the central limit theorem A.1 by Kelejian and Prucha (2008) are fulfilled. Note 
that   0 ) (
*
, min > ≥
o c N o Ψ Ψ λ  by assumption. In Theorem 2, we verified that the innovations  n ε  
and the elements of  N s, 1 a ,  N s, 2 a  and  N s, 1 A ,  N s, 2 A  appearing in  N v  satisfy all assumptions 
stated in Theorem A.1.  
 





N m N m N N ρ H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ ′ − = .   (C.107) 
 
Since the row and columns sums of 
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ ′ −
S
m
N m N m N ρ M I  are uniformly bounded in absolute 
value and since the elements of the matrix  N H  are uniformly bounded in absolute value, it 
follows that the elements of   N F  are also uniformly bounded in absolute value. Hence, the 
linear form  N Nε F′  also fulfils the assumptions of Theorem A.1. As a consequence, 
) , 0 (
2 , * S P
d
N o N
+ → I ξ . 
 
In the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we showed that  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − Ψ Ψ , ) 1 ( O N = Ψ , and 
) 1 (
~
p N O = Ψ . By analogous arguments, this also holds for the submatrices  N , ΔΔ Ψ  and  N , ρ Δ Ψ . 
Hence, ) 1 (
~
, , p N o N o o = − Ψ Ψ ,   ) 1 ( , O N o = Ψ  and thus  ) 1 (
~
, p N o O = Ψ . 
 
By assumption   ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − P P , ) 1 ( O N = P , and  ) 1 (
~
p N O = P  as well as  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = −Θ Θ , 
) 1 ( O N = Θ  and  ) 1 (
~
p N O = Θ . In the proof of Theorem 2 we showed that  ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − J J , 
) 1 ( O N = J , and  ) 1 (
~




p N N N N N N o = ′ − ′
− + J Θ J J Θ J , ) 1 ( ) (
1 O N N N = ′
− J Θ J ,   107
and ) 1 ( )
~ ~ ~
( p N N N O = ′
+ J Θ J . It now follows that  ) 1 (
~
, , p N o N o o = −Ω Ω  and  ) 1 ( , O N o = Ω  and thus 
) 1 (
~
, p N o O = Ω .  
 
 
Appendix D.  
Proof of Lemma 1. 
In light of equation (2a) and (2b), Assumptions 3 and 8, as well as  ∞ < ≤ b N N β sup  it 
follows that all columns of   ) , ( N N N Y X Z =  are of the form  N N N N ε Π π + = ϑ , where the 
elements of the vector  N π  and the row and column sums of the matrix  N Π are uniformly 
bounded in absolute value (see Remark A.1 in Appendix A). It follows from Lemma C.2 in 
Kelejian and Prucha (2008) that the fourth moments of the elements of the matrix  N N Z D − =  
are uniformly bounded by some finite constant and that Assumption 6 holds. 
 
Next, note that  
 
  N N N N N N N ε F P δ δ ′ ′ = −
− 2 / 1 2 / 1 ~
)
~
( ,    (D.1) 
 
where  N P
~
 is defined in the Lemma and  N
S
m
N m N m N N ρ H M I F
1
1
, , ) (
−
= ∑ ′ − = . In light of Assumption 
10, ) 1 (
~
p N N o = − P P  and  ) 1 ( O N = P , with  N P  as defined in the Lemma. By Assumption 3 and 
Assumption 9, the elements of  N F  are uniformly bounded in absolute value. By Assumption 
2,  0 ε = ) ( N E  and its diagonal variance-covariance matrix has uniformly bounded elements. 
Thus,  0 ε F = ′
− ) (
2 / 1
N N N E  and the elements of the variance-covariance matrix of  N N N ε F′
− 2 / 1 , 
i.e.,  N N N N F Σ F′
−1  are uniformly bounded in absolute value (see Remark A.1 in Appendix A). 
It follows from Chebychev’s inequality that  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N N O N = ′
− ε F , and consequently 
) 1 ( )
~
(
2 / 1 2 / 1
p N N N N N o N N + ′ = −
− ε F P δ δ   and  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N N N O N = ′
− ε F P . This completes the proof, 
recalling that  N N N P F T = . 
 
Proof of Lemma 2. 
Note from (1b) and (1c) that  
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It follows that  
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N m N N
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− ′ ′ − = ρ .  
 
In light of Assumption 12 and since  N ρ (  is 
2 / 1 N -consistent it follows that  
 
  ) 1 ( ˆ
* *
1
* * * *
* * 1
p N N o N = ′ ′ − ′ − −




Assumption 12 implies we also have  ) 1 ( * *
1
* * * * O = ′ ′
−
Z H H H Z H Q Q Q  and thus 




* * * * O = ′ ′
− −
Z H H H Z H Q Q Q . It follows as a special case of Pötscher and Prucha (1997, 
Lemma F1) that  
 




* * * *
1 * * 1
p N N o N = ′ ′ − ′ − − − −
Z H H H Z H Q Q Q Z Z
( (
. (D.5) 
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It follows further that  ) 1 (
* *
p N N o = − P P
(
 and  ) 1 (
* O N = P  with 
*
N P  defined in the Lemma. By 
arguments analoguous to the proof of Lemma 1 it follows that  ) 1 (
* 2 / 1
p N N O N = ′ − ε F , 
) 1 (
* * 2 / 1
p N N O N = ′ − ε F , and also that  ) 1 (
2 / 1
p N N N O N =
− ε H M  and 





p N N N N
S
s
N m N m N O N = ′ ′ −
−
=
− ∑ ε H M M M I ρ .  
As a consequence,  ) 1 ( ) ˆ (
* 2 / 1 * 2 / 1
p N N N N N o N N + ′ ′ = −
− ε F P δ δ
(
 and  ) 1 (
* 2 / 1 *
p N N N O N = ′ ′ − ε F P , 
observing again that  ) 1 ( ) ( p N N o = −ρ ρ ( . This completes the proof, recalling that 
* * *




Tables A.1 and A.2 show the Monte Carlos results for sample size  100 = N  and  250 = N , 
when the untransformed instruments matrix H is used in the FGTSLS estimation.  
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Table A1. Monte Carlo Results, N = 100, 2000 draws, instrument matrix H 
Constellation
1)  (1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c) (3a) (3b) (3c)  (4)  (5a) (5b)  average 
2) 
λ1  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5 0 0 0  0.2 0  0.2  0.2833 
Bias  0.0027 0.0027 0.0032 0.0010 0.0011 0.0015 0.0158 0.0074 0.0039 0.0377 0.0013 0.0033 0.0068 
RMSE  0.0278 0.0289 0.0330 0.0241 0.0234 0.0261 0.0677 0.0595 0.0491 0.0792 0.0358 0.0359 0.0409 
Rej.  Rate  0.0755 0.0800 0.0920 0.0810 0.0820 0.0845 0.1560 0.1280 0.1105 0.2365 0.0830 0.0880 0.1081 
λ2  0.3  0.3 0  0.3  0.3 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.1250 
Bias  0.0003 0.0004 -0.0009  -0.0012  -0.0011  -0.0012  0.0135 0.0051 0.0006 0.0332 -0.0004  0.0018 0.0042 
RMSE  0.0359 0.0367 0.0392 0.0359 0.0359 0.0357 0.0679 0.0589 0.0513 0.0756 0.0414 0.0418 0.0464 
Rej.  Rate  0.0740 0.0795 0.0875 0.0790 0.0795 0.0800 0.1500 0.1225 0.0985 0.2250 0.0855 0.0820 0.1036 
λ3  0.1 0 0  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0417 
Bias  0.0017 0.0015 0.0021 0.0006 0.0010 0.0016 0.0131 0.0048 0.0019 0.0279 0.0016 0.0039 0.0051 
RMSE  0.0289 0.0300 0.0326 0.0249 0.0253 0.0269 0.0561 0.0485 0.0437 0.0621 0.0349 0.0356 0.0375 
Rej.  Rate  0.0695 0.0710 0.0805 0.0775 0.0780 0.0775 0.1310 0.1050 0.0880 0.1965 0.0790 0.0810 0.0945 
β1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0032 0.0014 0.0008 0.0066 0.0004 0.0007 0.0013 
RMSE  0.0204 0.0205 0.0206 0.0214 0.0214 0.0214 0.0233 0.0222 0.0214 0.0239 0.0211 0.0208 0.0215 
Rej.  Rate  0.0760 0.0780 0.0780 0.0775 0.0770 0.0795 0.0840 0.0730 0.0765 0.1000 0.0780 0.0740 0.0793 
β2  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0006 0.0005 0.0006 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0031 0.0015 0.0009 0.0064 0.0006 0.0008 0.0014 
RMSE  0.0202 0.0203 0.0204 0.0212 0.0212 0.0212 0.0227 0.0220 0.0211 0.0233 0.0210 0.0207 0.0213 
Rej.  Rate  0.0700 0.0705 0.0710 0.0705 0.0730 0.0705 0.0850 0.0775 0.0730 0.0890 0.0745 0.0715 0.0747 
ρ1  0.4 0.4 0.4  0  0  0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5  0 0.2 0.2583 
Bias  -0.0452 -0.0469 -0.0582 -0.0604 -0.0647 -0.0644 -0.0349 -0.0449 -0.0559 -0.0296 -0.0655 -0.0466 -0.0514 
RMSE  0.1748 0.1897 0.2269 0.2871 0.2883 0.2840 0.1687 0.1821 0.2122 0.1496 0.2556 0.2005 0.2183 
Rej.  Rate  0.0745 0.0900 0.1105 0.0795 0.0840 0.0905 0.0630 0.0835 0.0995 0.0600 0.0755 0.0720 0.0819 
ρ2  0.2  0.2 0 0 0 0  0.2  0.2 0  0.3 0  0.2  0.1083 
Bias  -0.0260 -0.0317 -0.0124 -0.0433 -0.0477 -0.0374 -0.0217 -0.0257 -0.0137 -0.0274 -0.0448 -0.0377 -0.0308 
RMSE  0.1807 0.1948 0.2030 0.2662 0.2613 0.2567 0.1740 0.1915 0.2003 0.1692 0.2322 0.1969 0.2106 
Rej.  Rate  0.0775 0.0830 0.0945 0.0875 0.0975 0.0945 0.0700 0.0795 0.0920 0.0650 0.0780 0.0835 0.0835 
ρ3  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.2 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0500 
Bias  -0.0106 -0.0004 -0.0018 -0.0075 -0.0087 -0.0070 -0.0221 0.0008  -0.0009 -0.0294 -0.0107 -0.0255 -0.0103 
RMSE  0.1778 0.1944 0.2073 0.2488 0.2401 0.2387 0.1781 0.1937 0.1997 0.1729 0.2199 0.2037 0.2063 
Rej.  Rate  0.0615 0.0645 0.0665 0.0635 0.0615 0.0590 0.0680 0.0650 0.0670 0.0780 0.0490 0.0605 0.0637 
Joint Tests 
3)               
Rej.  Rate        0.1370 0.0990 0.1055 0.1080 0.1925 0.1755 0.1645    0.1625    0.1431 
Note: 
1) Each colmn corresponds to one parameter constellation (see Table 1). 
2) Average of absolute row values. 
3) Rejections rates for the following hypotheses. (1c): 
0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ
ρ λ H , (2a), (2b), (2c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H , (3a), (3b), (3c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H , (5a):  0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ
ρ λ H .     111 
Table A2. Monte Carlo Results, N = 250, 2000 draws, instrument matrix H 
Constellation
1)  (1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c) (3a) (3b) (3c)  (4)  (5a) (5b)  average 
2) 
λ1  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5  0.5 0 0 0  0.2 0  0.2  0.2833 
Bias  0.0017 0.0021 0.0022 0.0009 0.0010 0.0009 0.0084 0.0048 0.0025 0.0188 0.0008 0.0022 0.0039 
RMSE  0.0179 0.0184 0.0204 0.0155 0.0150 0.0160 0.0420 0.0366 0.0301 0.0497 0.0222 0.0224 0.0255 
Rej.  Rate  0.0645 0.0640 0.0620 0.0620 0.0640 0.0620 0.0845 0.0770 0.0585 0.1310 0.0620 0.0645 0.0713 
λ2  0.3  0.3 0  0.3  0.3 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.1250 
Bias  0.0005 0.0005 0.0003 -0.0001  -0.0003  0.0000 0.0064 0.0028 0.0007 0.0146 0.0001 0.0014 0.0023 
RMSE  0.0205 0.0209 0.0220 0.0204 0.0205 0.0198 0.0379 0.0329 0.0291 0.0428 0.0235 0.0235 0.0261 
Rej.  Rate  0.0625 0.0645 0.0685 0.0590 0.0605 0.0700 0.0840 0.0725 0.0670 0.1375 0.0680 0.0680 0.0735 
λ3  0.1 0 0  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0417 
Bias  -0.0008 -0.0008 -0.0006 -0.0008 -0.0007 -0.0007 0.0039  0.0011  -0.0006 0.0095  -0.0005 0.0004  0.0017 
RMSE  0.0198 0.0205 0.0219 0.0165 0.0168 0.0183 0.0313 0.0284 0.0273 0.0342 0.0232 0.0234 0.0235 
Rej.  Rate  0.0655 0.0665 0.0660 0.0645 0.0655 0.0680 0.0780 0.0730 0.0630 0.1090 0.0645 0.0705 0.0712 
β1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001  -0.0001  -0.0001  -0.0001  0.0013 0.0006 0.0002 0.0028 -0.0001  0.0001 0.0005 
RMSE  0.0124 0.0125 0.0126 0.0130 0.0129 0.0129 0.0139 0.0135 0.0129 0.0145 0.0127 0.0127 0.0130 
Rej.  Rate  0.0585 0.0590 0.0575 0.0620 0.0600 0.0565 0.0550 0.0585 0.0555 0.0630 0.0585 0.0545 0.0582 
β2  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1.0000 
Bias  0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003 0.0000 0.0015 0.0008 0.0005 0.0031 0.0005 0.0007 0.0008 
RMSE  0.0127 0.0128 0.0128 0.0131 0.0131 0.0131 0.0140 0.0136 0.0132 0.0147 0.0129 0.0130 0.0133 
Rej.  Rate  0.0665 0.0675 0.0665 0.0660 0.0650 0.0665 0.0645 0.0615 0.0645 0.0725 0.0650 0.0720 0.0665 
ρ1  0.4 0.4 0.4  0  0  0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5  0 0.2 0.2583 
Bias  -0.0198 -0.0227 -0.0300 -0.0303 -0.0309 -0.0306 -0.0143 -0.0211 -0.0271 -0.0127 -0.0263 -0.0179 0.0236 
RMSE  0.0907 0.0899 0.0983 0.1244 0.1242 0.1237 0.0903 0.0896 0.0970 0.0824 0.1222 0.1020 0.1029 
Rej.  Rate  0.0580 0.0580 0.0615 0.0605 0.0580 0.0570 0.0565 0.0610 0.0595 0.0580 0.0590 0.0540 0.0584 
ρ2  0.2  0.2 0 0 0 0  0.2  0.2 0  0.3 0  0.2  0.1083 
Bias  -0.0078 -0.0103 -0.0030 -0.0178 -0.0172 -0.0131 -0.0050 -0.0073 -0.0029 -0.0100 -0.0123 -0.0111 0.0098 
RMSE  0.1008 0.1018 0.1001 0.1164 0.1160 0.1158 0.0996 0.1014 0.1002 0.1012 0.1152 0.1039 0.1060 
Rej.  Rate  0.0560 0.0580 0.0555 0.0505 0.0470 0.0485 0.0620 0.0560 0.0540 0.0585 0.0490 0.0560 0.0542 
ρ3  0.1 0 0 0 0 0  0.2 0 0  0.1 0  0.2  0.0500 
Bias  -0.0112 -0.0068 -0.0070 -0.0127 -0.0106 -0.0095 -0.0158 -0.0064 -0.0067 -0.0173 -0.0094 -0.0173 0.0109 
RMSE  0.0962 0.0962 0.0972 0.1142 0.1143 0.1138 0.0941 0.0947 0.0969 0.0911 0.1136 0.1048 0.1023 
Rej.  Rate  0.0455 0.0415 0.0455 0.0410 0.0415 0.0415 0.0465 0.0400 0.0480 0.0620 0.0400 0.0420 0.0446 
Joint Tests 
3)               
Rej.  Rate        0.0640 0.0585 0.0570 0.0575 0.1035 0.0965 0.0930    0.0855    0.0769 
Note: 
1) Each column corresponds to one parameter constellation (see Table 1). 
2) Average of absolute row values. 
3) Rejections rates for the following hypotheses. (1c): 
0 : 3 2 3 2
,* ,
0 = = = = ρ ρ λ λ
ρ λ H , (2a), (2b), (2c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = ρ ρ ρ
ρ H , (3a), (3b), (3c):  0 : 3 2 1 0 = = = λ λ λ
λ H , (5a):  0 : 3 2 1 3 2 1
,
0 = = = = = = ρ ρ ρ λ λ λ
ρ λ H .   
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